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IT'S A DANCEOFF

EARNING RESPECT

Sororities raise
money for charity by
making people move

Underdog Knights squad dominates Memphis,
stays undefeated in Conference USA -SEE SPORTS, A~
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Charges possible in shooting

.Robert
Mclintock Jr. is
detained
immediately
following the
fatal shooting of
UCF police
officer Matio
Jenkins at the
Sept.24 home
football game
against
Marshall. He was
not charged or
arrested after
the shooting. .

..

....

Some tailgaters at center of naelee hire attorneys in wake of FDLE investigation .
SEAN LAVIN
Senior Staff Writer

Criminal charges may .s oon
be filed against tailgaters who
may have been involved in the
shooting death of UCF Police
Officer Mario Jenkins at the
Sept. 24 UCF home football
game.
Jenkins, who was working

COURTESY OF AMY RIDGE

in plainclothes to bust students
for underage drinking outside
the Citrus Bowl, drew his gun
after witnesses say he was violently push~d and shoved to
the ground by at least five
intoxicated partyers, some
wearing UCF Drinking Team
T-shirts.
During the melee, Jenkins
shot 24-year-old Mike Young

after, witnesses said, he tried to
grab the gun Jenkins' was
brandishing to hold off the
crowd.
OPD Officer Dennis Smith
responded to a call of a gunman in the crowd and fatally
shot Jenkins in the back, not
knowing he was .a n officer, lawenforcement officials said.
Droves of revelers who

became eyewitnesses to the
deadly shooting and the brawl
preceding it have been summoned to the FDLE offices in
downtown Orlando to provide
taped accounts to state investigators. ·
Robert McLintock Jr.; 22, a
former UCF student, is one
PLEASE SEE
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Student
residents
)

claiming
foul play
UCF student says
homeowners are
unjustly targeting
young neighbors
VANESSA FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer
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RETURN TO
TAILGATING
NO
CY
Fans display responsibility;
arrests and citations fewer
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UCF students living in
Regency Patk, a subdivision just
east of the UCF campus, say
they think they are being
unjustly targeted by the neighborhood's homeowners association.
After two years of his son living in apartments, John Rode
decided to purchase a house in
Regency Park.
"There wasn't much on-campus housing," Rode said. "I
bought this house for my son to
live in because it was close to
campus. It's been a total night_
mare since day one."
The day Rode- and his son,
Justin moved in, they were ap- '
prbached by two.neighbors at
separate times about the house,
"One neighbor, he was on the
neighborhood
association
board, said he was ·concerned
about the house becoming Animal House,'' John Rode said. "I'd
spent $180,000 on this house
and $15,000 fixing it up, and
they thought I was going to let it
.
become a wreck."
Justin Rode said: "Before I
moved in, that house was
-trashed."
He said the house has only
appreciated in ·value since he
has lived there, thanks to repairs
he has made, includ,ing putting
in a lawn and replacing the carpet.
Rode, a political science/pr~
law major, says he thinks that in
the time he has been living
there, he and other students living in Regency Park have been
singled out for blame by the
homeowners association, represented by Nancy NordykeShelley.
"They send a lot of stuff to
my parents and to myself, and
we've been back and forth
PLEASE SEE

ASHLEY BURNS
Mahaging Editor

U

CF football fans had their first
chance Saturday to enjoy the tailgating experience since the fatal
shooting of UCF Police Officer
Mario Jenkins more than two

weeks ago.
-Fans also had their first chance to deal
with UCF President John Hitt's tailgating
task force's imposed changes for pre-game
Citrus Bowl activities. Last Wednesday, Hitt
approved a list of proposed rules from the
task force he created less than one week
after Jenkins' death.
SGA President Willie Bentley Jr. spent
much of the past two weeks defending students' rights to tailgate. He argued against
limiting the time that people should be
allowed to tailgate and stressed that most
students are responsible.
McClain Woolsey, Bentley's vice president, echoed his sentiments after Saturday's game and said that Saturday was a
perfect example of how students and
other fans are capable of being responsible.
"It went very well, and students still
had fun,'' Woolsey said. "That's the
point of tailgating. There's no reason
that students should feel intimidated
because that's not why they come out
here. The police have a job to do, and
the students, as fans, have their job to
doaswell"Among the changes to the
school's tailgating policy was a ban
on beer funnels and indoor furniture.
For the most part, the students and
fans at Saturday's game were indifferent 'about the changes as some
fans admitted they couldn't tell the
difference.
·~ long as you have a can and a
key, you don't need a beer funnel,''
PLEASE SEE

BENTLEY ON A6

FULL UCF FOOTBALL GAME (OVERAGE
SEE SPORTS A9

NEIGHBORS ONA7
Students and
members of the
UCF Student
Government
Association lit
candles at a
memorial event
for Officer Mario
Jenkins in the
Student Union
last Thursday.
Originally, the
service was
going to be held
at the Reflecting
Pond, but it was
moved due to
rain.

Jenkins honored at student·service
SGA, GAMMA hold memorial event for officer killed at UCF football tailgate
killed Sept. 24.
Many came not only out o(
respect for Jenkins, but also to
More than 100 students, fac- show their support for the UCF
ulty and members of the UCF . Police Department.
Theater major An Vo said
community gathered Thursday
to pay their final respects and she didn't know Jenkins personlight candles in memory of Offi- ally, but when she left an abucer Mario Jenkins, who was sive relationship she went to

KATE HOWELL
News Editor

)

the UCFPD for help.
"They walked me to and
from class,'' Vo said. "They ·
were very kind. They gave me
courage and strength."
In thanks for its help in her
time of need, Vo Said she wanted to show support and "pay·
respects" to the UCFPD in its

time of grie£
Judith Adams, house mom of
the sorority Alpha Xi Delta,
came to the memorial for similar reasons.
She met Jenkins when the
UCFPD was raising money to
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Explore the world from home
The International Students
Association will •hold its 16th
Annual International Fair from
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. today in the
Student Union Pegasus Ballroom.
The theme ofthis year's fair
is "Passport to the World." The
fair will feature performances,
art exhibits and food from different parts of the world.
For more information, email Sacha Kong at SmmKong
@hotmail.com.

Save your scholarship, financial aid
First Year Advising and
Exploration will hold an information session on financial aid
from 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
today in the Student Union
Room218B.
Questions about calculating
GPA, withdrawal and other
fmancW. aid concerns will be
answered.
For more information, call
Meena Datta at 407-823-3789.

Don't let stress rule your life
The counseling center will
hold a stress management
workshop at 7 p.m. today in the
Student Union Room 218AB.
The workshop discusses
ways to manage stress and
keep it from affecting schoolwork, relationships and health.
For more information, call
Andrew Blair at 407-823-28ll.

Freshmen advice on academics
First Year Advising and
Exploration will hold a Mega
Advising session from 10 a.m.
to noon Tuesday in the Student Union Room 218CD.
This is a ~nee for freshmen students to meet with
academic advisors to talk
about schedules, registration
and other academic issues
before the Oct. 14 withdrawal.
For more information, call
Amy Buford at 407-823-3789.

New Web site offers students textbooks at a fraction ·of b00kstore prices
be collaborating with Mono Dry

service fees are the costs of shipHighlighter, a company that ping and handling. There are
produces erasable highlighters, also fees for damaged books and
A new option for purchasing to ensure that the books stay late returns.
overpriced college textbooks clean for future renters.
"I felt that the ' site was
has arrived.
"Their Web site is a really unclear about their .rental and
BookRenter.com lets stu- good idea," UCF freshman Jen- return policies:' CB&S Bookdents rent, not purchase, their nifer Slyh said ''The rental sys- store textbook manager John
books and return them via mail tem seems like it would save Meyer said
services. Though it's been in students a lot of time and
·~ccording to them, students
development for nearly a year, money."
could be charged extra for just
the company launched just last
BookRenter.com offers six the everyday damage they do
month, coinciding with the different rental periods ranging when carrying around their
2005-06 academic school year.
from two weeks to four months. books. I think we're a little more
"I think we have a real strong Rental periods begin from the forgiving.
product to offer students, and date the bpoks are delivered to
·~lot of their prosperity will
the idea is long overdue," Colin the lasttlay of
depend on how
Barceloux, president of the the period.
lenient they are
company, said
Students also
about taking back
BookRenter.com is an e- have
· books," he said
the
.
commerce company based out option
of
According to
of Northern California. It is cur- buying their
the
company's
rehtly the only book rental sys- rented books
Web site, students
tem on a national level.
anytime they
are required to
The company provides both choose.
return the renfed
undergraduate and graduate
books in "like-·
"The varitext books for its customers, ous
rental
new'' condition.
along with a wide variety of periods are
1f the book
other products such as audio there to meet
doesn't look brand
CDs and study aids. All of its the needs of
new but there is
books are either brand new or students at
minimal damage
like-new, and the books can be both semesto the cover and
found easily on the search ter and quarpages and very litengine provided by the Web ter schools,"
tle writing, then
site.
Barceloux
the renter will ·be
- COLIN BARCELOUX
charged 20 perBookRenter.com receives said
most ·of its inventory from the
BOOKRENTER.COM PRESIDENT
cent of the book's
Barceloux
Baker & Taylor Corporation
retail value.
and the other
"We have over 300,000 co-founders
Ifthe book posbooks currently available, and of BookRenter.com are recent sesses scuff marks on the cover,
we continue to grow our inven- graduates of Santa Carla Uni- bent corners or minimal damtory each day;• Barceloux said
versity in California
age to the binding and the
The company is strictly
'We know how costly it is to majority of the pages are presInternet-based and does not be a student, so we're all about ent and undamaged. but there is
plan on opening any retail helping our customers save writing or damage to less than
stores. However, they do plan money," Barceloux said
10 percent of the pages, the
on rolling out a Campus Rep
..It's exciting that the owners renter is charged 30 percent of
program that will place are recent graduates. It means the book's retail price. ·
BookRenter.com student repre- that they definitely know how
If the book is missing pages,
sentatives on various college expensive college textbooks noticeably damaged on the
campuses.
are," UCF sophomore Amber cover, a broken binding or stains
'"This will make it even easi- Stirling said
and writing on more than ll perer for students to access us,"
The average student saves cent of the pages, then the book
Barceloux said
around 65 percent on their is classed unacceptable and the
BookRenter.com will soon rental purchases, and the only renter must pay the full retail
STACY TAYLOR
Contributing Writer

"We now .
ow cost y 1t
is to ea
student, so
we're all
about helping
our customers
save oney."

Hurricane Katrina open forum
Volunteer UCF will hold a
Hurricane Katrina open forum
at 6 p.m. Wednesday in the
Student Union Room 224.
A transfer student from
Louisiana will speak about his
experiences. There will be a
question and answer session
and VUCF will collect donations to help the relief efforts.
For more information, email Ameer at prollyameer
@aol.com.

, CRYSTAL SCOTT

UCF student reported smoking

marijuana mdorm room

stattWriter

·~

On Sept. 23, UCFPD
Officer Matthew Fazi
Public urination results in f,k1fi~~ was called to the Gemini
disorderly conduct arrest
if/if ·~/{!;ft;:'I' South dorms after receivAt about 1 a.m. Sept. \ (lf@JIJJI ing a call from the resin, Sgt. Troy Williamson ' 1 '" dent assistant. Fazi providof the UCF Police Department ed this account:
was at College Knight Court
Upon his arrival, he was
when, he reported, he told that Solimar Santos had
observed 19-year-old UCF stu- been smoking marijuana in her
dent Robert Griffith standing room.
on the third floor of a building
Santos was found and conurinating down onto the side- sentcd for her room to be
walk, which is university prop- searched for illegal items.
erty.
Fazi found a glass marijuana
Griffith was arrested under pipe with burned marijuana
suspicion of disorderly con- residue, two plastic sandwich
duct.
bags of marijuana, two tin foil
~~

handcrafted marijuana pipes, a on his siren and stopped Reabox of cigars and two lighters. son's vehicle a second time.
Reason's eyes were bloodSantos was arrested and
charged with possession of shot, and he fumbled for his
marijuana and drug parapher- license. Reason told Clarke
that he had had two beers, and
nalia
Clarke asked Reason to step
out of his vehicle. Reason
Reckless driving, failed sobriety
test leads to DUI arrest of student needed help getting out, and
About 5 p.m. Oct. 5, Officer when he finally did, his clothRyan Clarke stopped Michael ing was noticeably wet.
Reason on suspicion of reckReason was asked to submit
less driving on Gemini Boule- to field sobriety tests. He was
vard. Clarke provided this unable to follow directions,
could not keep his balance and
account:
Clarke approached Rea- eventually said he could not
son's vehicle and asked him to complete the test.
Reason was placed under
put it in park. Reason refused
and drove · away. Clarke arrest on a suspicion of driving
returned to his own car, turned under the influence.

LOCAL WEATHER
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TODAY IN DETAIL

MOSTLY SUNNY

LET US KNOW

High: 90° Low: 73°

~Wednesday

High:88°
·• v ~ SCATTERED SHOWERS Low:72°

Largest U.S. auto-supplier files for
bankruptcy; industry shocked
DETROIT - Delphi Corp.,
the nation's largest auto supplier, filed for bankruptcy Saturday, sending shock waves
through a U.S. auto industry
already weakened ·by high
labor costs and falling market
share.
Delphi's bankruptcy, which
is eXpected to result in plant
closures and layoffs, is one of
the largest in U.S. history. The
company has 50,000 U.S.
employees.
The company filed to reorganize its U.S. operations in
federal bankruptcy court in
New York, where a judge Saturday allowed Delphi to continue operating and set more
comprehensive hearings for
Tuesday.
Delphi's non-U.S. operations were not included in the
filing.
Delphi Chairman and CEO
Robert S. Miller said the com. pany hopes to emerge from
Chapter 11 in early to mid2007.
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The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968

The Central Florida Future publishes on Mondays and Thursdays in fall and spring and Wednesdays during summer.

One free copy of the Central Florida Future permitted per issue. If available, additional copies may be purchased from our office with prior approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is aaimE. Violators may be subject to civil and aiminal prosecution and/or university discipline.

Board Certified Allergist
Located on 1\lafaya Trail
1 mile south of UCF

clinical trials, is conducting a medical researcl! study for individuals 18·80 years of
age who are eJIPerienclng the symptoms of depression. If you enter the study, all
study-related medic<il c<ire wllf be ptovided at no charge and you may be
compen~ted up to $350 for time and travel. CNS Healthcare strives to improve the
llves of everyone experiencing depression. Research is the answer to flndlng new
treatment options. Call today for more information.

~

407-425-5100
1-877-926-5100
'"'"''°""

tened entire villages of mudbrick homes, triggered landslides and toppled a IO-story
apartment building on Saturday, killing more than 18,000
people as it devastated a
mountainous swath touching
India
and
Pakistan,
Afghanistan.
Pakistan's private Aaj television reported the Pakistani
death toll had jumped to
25,000. But the report, which
included casualties in Pakistani-controlled
Kashmir,
gave no source for its figures,
and there was no immediate
confirmation from Pakistani
officials who have said the toll
will rise.
The casualty toll from the
7.6-magnitude tremor rose
sharply Sunday as rescuers
struggled to dig people from
the wreckage, their work
made more difficult as rain
and hail turned dirt and debris
into sticky muck
Maj. Gen. Shaukat Sultan,
Pakistan's
chief
army
spokesman said early Sunday
that more than 18,000 had
beenkilled-17,000 ofthemin
Pakistani Kashmir, where the
quake was centered. Some
41,000 people were injured, he
said
The · earthquake, which
struck just before 9 am. Saturday, caused buildings to sway
for about a minute in the capitals of Afghanistan, Pakistan
and India, an area some 625
miles across.
Panicked people ran from
homes and offices, and communications were cut to many
areas.
The U.S. Geological Survey
said the quake was centered
about 60 miles northeast of
the capital, Islamabad, in the
forested mountains of Pakistani Kashmir, and was followed by 22 aftershocks,
including a 6.2-magnitudetemblor.

•

If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be depres$ed. Dr. Linda
Harper of CNS Healthcare In Orlando, who has conducted over 70 FDA approved

''""'"

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan A powerful earthquake flat-
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Turn that frown up-side down

'>oo• .," c.11Nw

More than 18,000 feared dead in
wake of South Asia earthquake

PLEASE SEE

•Sad, worthless or guilty
•Trouble eating or sleeping
• No motivation
• Difficulty concentrating
Feeling downhearted or blue

www.cnshealthcare.com

High:89°
Low:73°

MOSTLY SUNNY

Today: Expect alight breeze with a
20 percent chance of rain.
Tonight: Cll!ar skies continue with a
20 percent chance of rain.
·
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$70. The wholesale buy-back
rate at the end ofthe semester is
$22. The net cost a student
would pay for a new Kendall
Sociology book at CB&s is $48.
BookRenter.com rents the
same Kendall Sociology book as
having a retail price of$72.95. Its
rental fee is $2432 for 15 days,
the shortest amount of time
available, or $37.83 for 120 days,
the maximum time available.
These prices do not include the
cost of shipping and handling.
The Web site offers two different shipping methods: U.S.
Postal Service or UPS. The cost
of-shipping ranges from $2.95 to
$12.95. There are also additional
per item shipping costs that
apply.
Free prepaid mailers included in each order provide customers with the option of free
return shipping at any USPS
drop location.
''Their idea of renting books
is good, but I don't think it's
· convenient enough for stu. dents,"' UCF sophomore Marc
Kozlow said. 'We'd have to
worry too much about shipping."
BookR.enter.com is planning
to expand the company in the
near future.
Within the next three
months, it will be offering rental
period extensions to their customers. A trade page that allows
students to trade in their current rented books for other
books that they may need the
next semester will also be
added to the Web site.
"Students have different
needs when it comes to their
text books," Barceloux said
"The trade page and other
additions will definitely make
BookRenter.com a one-stopshop for all students:'

W~t and wild students keep UCFPD occupied

Today
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556. or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are S p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition.

At CB&s Bookstore, a new
Kendall Sociology book costs

POLICE BEAT

Self-esteem support group
The support group Sisterto-Sister will meet from 3:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in
the Cedar Key Room 223. ·
Sister-to-Sister is a discussion group dedicated to providing support tfi black
women dealing with selfesteem issues. Members will
explore how family expectations, depression and other
problems impact one's view of
self.
For more information, call
Germayne Graham at 407-82328ll,

value.

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

~Allergy & Ast n1 Center
~-------- of East Orlando
Boyce r\. Hornberger> 1ID, l<'AAAr\I
3151 r r. Alafaya Trail, Ste 103
Phon ': 407-380-8700
w·\.vw.eastorlandoallergy.com
Additional location in Qyiedo
l',

'

Research is the Answer

Social Anxiety
Do you .avoid social situations?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fear meeting people
Feel like you are being judged
Avoid speaking in front of others·
Dislike parties
Fear embarrassing yourself
Feel trapped at times due to your fears

CNS Healthcare in Orlando is conducting a medical research
study for adults, ages 18-65, who are experiencing these symptoms.
Study participants will receive compensation for time and travel
associated with the study. No over i:iight stay is required. Call to
, schedule your appointment.

IOffice Hours: Mon-Thur 8am-6pm & Friday 8am-noon I
407-425-5100
1-877-926-5100

www.cnshea hcare.com
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PER ·MONTH +
MONTHLY TAX .
FOR 48 MONTHS

J

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $258
which includes security deposit. PLUS first payment +
TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.( thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

UCN'f~~TVAi

)

FOR 48 MONTHS

Auto, Air, 6·Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $319 which includes security deposit. PLUS first payment + TT&L. See
dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

2006 NEW
BEETLE GL
P/W, P/I,. lilt, Cruise, ABS, CD1
Keyless Remote and Much More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
·FOR 48 MONTHS

Turbo Diesel
Available

'
*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at'signing is $269 which includes sr;curity deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealerfor details. Leasing WA.Cthru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05
.

.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
2005
TOUAREG4X4

2005 NEWGTI
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
· Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

Sound System One, All Power

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

PER MONTH + ~iiiiiiiliil
·MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

BlG$ElECTIUI .

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $437 which includes security deposit. PLUS first ·
payment + TT&L. *See dealerfor details. leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $259 which includes security deposit. PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealerfor details. leasing WA.( thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/31/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bump~r Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

2006 NEW·
GOLF GL

2005 NEW BEETLE GL
CONVERTIBLE

P/W, P/I,. lilt, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote & Much More

LEASE FOR

$244

PER MONTH+ ·
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much More!

Turbo Diesel
· Available

ONLY

$21,455

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $244 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

payment + TT&L. See dealerfor details. leasing WA.Cthru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

P.ER MO.NTH +
MONTHLY TAX .
FOR 48 MONTHS

Go Topless!

* Plus tax. tag and fees. Expires 10/31/05.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
.• 5Yr/60;000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
• 5.Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Con Assist You With:

~FIRST TIME
BUYER

.

f!i/'COLLEGE-GRAD
.
PROGRAM '

Drivers wanted~

'f!i/' CREDIT
PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or lease)

................
'

.

EaCEN

4175 S. Hwy 17-92

.

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

i
i

!

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-;8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

. -;.. 40-i-365-3300

visit our website

aristocratvw.com

NATION & WORLD

HIGHER
·EDUCATION
What~ in the news at
colleges around the country

For communit)r college students
hit by Katrina, future in question
While many students at
four-year colleges hit by Katrina pondered where to continue their studies this semester,
the question for their counterparts at community colleges
often wasn't ''where" but "ii'~
Of the 21,000 Louisiana
community college students
' displaced by the storm, state
officials estimate at least half
have not tempo_rarily r'eenrolled at other schools. At
Nunez, Chancellor Thomas
Warner said he thinks oruy
' about a third of his school's
2,400 students were currently
enrolled elsewhere.
In Mississippi, all but one of
10 community college cam' puses that were damaged have
reopened, but thousands of
students have not returned.
Enrollment is down about 25
percent at the six campuses of
Gulf Coast Community College.
"The nature of our students
' is a lot different than at traditional four-year colleges;• Walter Bumphus, the Louisiana
Technical and Community ·
College system chancellor,
said.
.
Most students in the system
live at home, and 80 percent
are working their way through
, school Many of their jobs no ·
' longer exist
· Students who have mani aged to continue their course' work have often faced considerable obstacles, despite
effort~ others schools to
' · accommodate them.
Education groups say they
' are still looking for a major initiative to get students back to
school They have pushed for
· up to $10,000 per student,
though that is considered
unlikely to happen.
1

Documents may show university
knew of sex assault allegations

r

.
,
.

.

DENVER - Two women
trying to revive their lawsuit
against the Urtiversity of Colorado over alleged sexual
assaults by football players or
recruits claim newly courtordered released documents
show CU officials lmew about
prior allegations, according to .
a document filed in U.S. District Court Thursday. .
A federal judge ordered
attorneys for the university in
September to turn over the
transcript of an interview by a
CU campus police officer of a
former student athletic trainer,
who claims she. was sexually
assaulted by a football player.
Plaintiffs Lisa Simpson and
another woman who has
declined to be identified, claim
the interview with the student
trainer is new evidence that
university officials lmew about
sexual harassment within the
football program
CU attorney Larry Pozner
called the assertions in the
court document "wild speculation" that lacked any relevance to the case.

Religion takes more prominent
role for some college students

,_.

EVANSVILLE, Ind. - Perhaps now more than any other
point in their lives, college students tum to the faith of their
youth and use it to determine
their future.
For some, the faith is a
source ofcomfort and familiarity of a childhood spent in
pews. To others, -it represents .
maturity: It is their faith now,
they own it, and they ean practice it as much or as little as
they want.
The role religion plays on
campuses prompted the University ofCalifornia, Los Angeles to commission a study of
122,232 students at 236 institutions.
The results show a keen
interest in faith on the college
campus.
"The thing I love about college students is they are per- .
petually in chaos and they are
honest about it," said the Rev.
Brian Erickson, a Methodist
elder who is in his second year
as chaplain at the University of
Evansville.
"They're just naive enough
to believe what they believe
can make a difference. They
haven't been made cynical yet"
Faith-based groups are as
much a social organization for ·
the members as spiritual
.expression.
_:. ASSOCIATED PRESS
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An injured Kashmiri boy comforts his mother as she mourns the death of her daughter in
a school building collapse in Muzaffarabad, capital city of Pakistani, Sunday.
FROM A2 .

Miller said Delphi will continue to pay its employees and
suppliers and will ship its
products
on
schedule,
although the company's former parent, General Motors
Corp., said the filing could
cause supply problems.

U.S. makes plans for outbreak of
super-flu; bird flu raises concerns
WASHINGTON
A
super-flu could kill up to 1.9
million Americans, according
to a draft of the govemmem's
plan to fight a worldWide epidemic.
Officials are rewriting that
plan to designate not just who
cares for the sick but who will
keep the country running
amid the chaos, said an
influenza specialist who is
advising the government on
those decisions. ·
I
The Bush administration
has spent the last year updating its plan on how to fight the
next flu pandemic. While it is
impossible to say when one
will strike, the fear is that the
bird flu in Asia could trigger
one if it mutates to start
spreading easily among people.
A recent draft of the plan,
first reported Saturday by The

New York Times, models what
might happen based on the
last century's three pandemics.
In a best-case scenario,
about 200,000 people might
·
die.
But if the next pandemic
resembles the bird-like 1918
Spanish flu, as many as 1.9 million could die, Osterholm said.
Millions more would be ill,
overwhelming hospitals.

ciROsmM ciis

FBI considers easing regulations
barring past marijuana use
WASHINGTON - The
FBI is considering whether to
relax its hiring rules over how
often applicants could have
used marijuana or other illegal drugs earlier in life.
Some senior FBI managers
have been deeply frustrated
that they could not hire applicants who acknowledged
occasional marl.juana use in
college, but in some cases
already perform top-secret
work at other government
agencies, such as the CIA or
State Department.
The change would ease
limits about how often - and
how long ago - applicants for
jobs had used illegal drugs.

Staff Writer

President George W. Bush
asked vaccine makers on Friday to do their utmost , to
boost flu vaccine production,
while officials from 80 countries and the United Nations
finished up a meeting on ways
to fight a looming influenza
pandemic.
Neitjier session produced
any immediate solutions, l:lut
U.S. officials said they served
to raise awareness of the
potential crisis and start setting up the networks needed
to deal with outbreaks.
"I think what this is, is
ratcheting this up," Dr. Bruce
Gellin, vaccine coordinator at
the U.S. Department of Heath·
and Human Services and
coordinator of the federal
influenza preparedness plan,
said.
The H5Nl avian influenza
virus has killed millions· of
birds across Asia and infected
ll6 people, killing 60 of them.
If the virus acquires the
ability to pass easily from person to person, it could kill millions within a few months,
experts say.
The world does not have
enough vaccine to fight off
annual flu, let alone a pandemic of avian flu, and very
few companies make the vaccine.
Antiviral drugs can reduce
the severity of a flu attack, but
are in short supply.
Democratic members of
Congress showed concern
about this and asked Bush to
detail his preparations.
"While other nations have
ordered enough antiviral
medication to treat between
20 and 40 percent of their
populations, the federal government has only order~d
enough to treat less than ·2
percent of Americans:' Nevada Democratic Sen. Harry
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Reid and five colleagues
wrote in a letter to Bush.
After last year's shortage of
annual flu vaccine, Congress
and HHS agencies have been
working to find ways to lure
companies back into the business of making it.
Bush met ·with the chief
executive officers of some of
the top corporate makers of
vaccines. They included
members of Merck & Co.,
Inc., Wyeth, GlaxoSmithKline, Medimmune, Chiron
Corp. and Sanofi Pasteur, the
vaccine unit ofSanofi-Aventis.
"We talked about what's
necessary to get to the goal of
having enough vaccine in the
shortest possible amount of
time;• Health and Human Services secretary Mike Leavitt,
who attended the meeting,
told reporters.
Only a few blocks away, the
U.S. · State
Department
wrapped up a meeting of
diplomats and U.N. experts.
"This initiative on the part
of the United States government has solidly placed the
avian influenza and the very
real threat of a pandemic very
high on the global agenda,"
· said Kang Kyoung-wha, directo:c general of the South Korean Foreign Ministry's international organizations bureau.
Leavitt was preparing to
leave on Saturday for a weeklong visit to Thailand, Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia
''We have ·advanced offers
to a number of governments
in the region to partner with
them in the development of a
number of assets," Leavitt
said.
.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, head of
the U.S. National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, said one carrot the
Uliited States and other countries could offer in exchange
for cooperatio11- would be help
in developing a better public
health infrastructure.
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Family, friends stand firmly behind McLintock
FROM

Al

tailgater who
witnesses
described and identified for
FDLE investigators.
The witnesses, most of
whom asked that the Future
not reveal their names, said
investigators asked detailed
questions about McLintock's
involvement in the incident
and requested they refer to
McLintock by name while giving their taped accounts.
After leaving the FDLE
offices, many witnesses said
they thought they would be
requested to appear in some
kind of court case in the near
future.
Police officials, who spoke
on the condition of anonymity
because of the ongoing investigation, suspect that those
tailgaters who resisted Jenkins
could soon be facing criminal
charges.
McLintock's father, Robert
McLintock Sr., said his family
has retained an attorney. ·
McLintock said he was standing firmly by the side of his
son.

"It's sad, and we feel for the
[Jenkins] family," he said.
Robert McLintock Sr., however, questioned some of Jenkins' actions.
"I don't know why he had to
pull a gun," McLintock said
during an interview outside
his Winter Park home Saturday.
"Maybe he snapped," he
added, after mentioning he
read published reports in
which Jenkins' wife said her
husband was working late the
night before the Sept. 24 game.
McLintock Sr. said he was
disappointed that Jenkins
struck his son in the head with
his gun and said that the blow
was so severe his son "had a
concussion."
McLintockJr. was "in shock
and knocked out for a minute"
after Jenkins struck him with
the gtin, said Nick Leason, who
played varsity soccer with
McLintock Jr. at Lake Howell
·High School. "He didn't
remember much after that."
Leason said he learned
those details from a phone call
with McLintock Jr.'s sister,
Chelsea McLintock.

Leason said she also told
him the altercation began
when Jenkins. approached a
legal-aged female friend of
McLintock Jr.'s and asked to
see her identification.
OPD Police Sgt. Barbara
Jones said .McLintock Jr. was
never arrested but was
detained in handcuffs after the
incident.
Although McLintock Jr.
wasn't arrested, Leason said,
"he got taken downtown in the
back of a police car."
According to records at the
Orange County Courthouse,
no official charges have been
filed against McLintock Jr.
since the incident occurred,
and a search of McLintock Jr.'s
record revealed only one misdemeanor charge -for drinking underage during UCF's
football game against Marshall
in 2003.
Some law enforcement officials close to the case speculate that McLintock Jr. - and
anyone identified by witnesses as those who held Jenkins
back ' and shoved him while
McLintock Jr. ran - could
potentially face criminal

charges ranging from felony
obstruction of justice to some
form of homicide charge,
including attempted felony_
murder.
But those close to McLintock Jr. said they seriously
doubted he would have
assaulted a police officer. They
said he never had a reputation
as a .troublemaker. Leason
called McLintock Jr. "a teddy
bear.''
"I can't believe he'd be
aggressive," said Mary Starrett, who lives next to McLintock Jr. "He's a great neighbor.".
Starrett, who has lived in
Winter Park for 18 years, said
she "was very surprised to
read [about McLintock Jr.] in
the paper" and described him
as "a very nice guy" who
"seems very easygoing and
very cordial."
As McLintockJr.'s neighbor .
for the past year, Starrett said
she has never had a problem
with him or his roommates.
She said McLintock Jr. has
never hosted a wild party and
is very polite.
"My heart aches for him,"
Starrett said.
·
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Management Information Systems Major visit.the MIS Oepaftmen' Web site at:

Bentley stands up for student rights
FROM

.Have You Considered
an IVllS Major?
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www.bus.ucf.edu/mis

UCF graduate Steven Muckerheidi said. He added that the
popular drinking process is
called "shotgunning the beer"
arid involves cutting a tiny hole
· in the side of an unopened can
and chugging from that hole.
He also said he believed that
puttinp time limit on tailgating would be a "very bad

move:•
Other UCF students had a
different take on the ban ofbeer
funnels.
"It sucks," UCF senior Ron
Crotty, 22, said "Ifyou're of age,
you should be able to drink
however you want to drink.
They're trying to show some
kind of order to make the situation two weeks ago seem more
reasonable."
Another change was the
absence of any undercover
police officers. All officers UCFPD, Orlando ·Police and
Orange County Sheriff Department -were in uniform, many
still wearirig black bands across
their badges in Jenkins' memory. The officers patrolled the
same :;is they always have and
had very few problems with the
tailgating crowd
The UCF.officers also took a
chance to meet some students
as they stopped randomly at
many fans' tents simply to
introduce themselves. Many
fans offered the officers food
and beverages, as well as condolences for their loss.
UCFPD Sgt. Jeqy Emert on
duty at Saturday's game said
that the crowd was wellbehaved for the most part,
adding that the officers handed
out l7 citations before the game.
On any given Saturday; the total
is usually more than twice that
Some students used the tailgate as a chance to express their
opinions on the Sept. 24 shooting.
.
Matt DeVlieger and other
members of the Progressive
Council paraded through the
tailgating lots with signs
expressing their distaste for the
task force's decisions. The Progressive Council is advocating a
shuttle system to get students
to and from campus and the
Citrus Bowl for home games.
DeVlieger said he would
also like to see all guns removed
from home games and a safer
alternative crime prevention
measure.
''We think that the school
could do better with finding
solutions to problems at the
games and protecting students
· on campus," DeVlieger said.
'We were there because we
wanted to make sure that it
doesn't go too extreme in either
direction," he added 'We'd like
to see that people can have a
good time without being interfered with or intimidated too
much."
But it wasn't all business for
DeVlieger and company. He
said they also made some time
for a little tailgating as well. 'We
got a good response from the
people," DeVlieger said. "Some
people had a hard time understanding the signs, but once we
explained them and people
~ew what we were doing,
most of the students were on
our side. I don't think we had
· any opposition. We're asking
t. for better alternatives."
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Friends believe Jenkins would
not·have·wanted to be mourned
FROM
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get dogs for the canine unit,
which included Jenkins and his
canine partner, Mayke. She
helped with the fundraiser and
after' that "it became one of
those things - everyone talking to the carupe unit,'' she said.
"It was like they belonged to
us."
This connection between
the UCFPD and the UCF community is what makes UCF so
special, Maj. Randy Mingo of
the UCFPD said.
"I think it's a great honor for
Officer Jenkins to pe recognized l?Y the student body," he
said. "It shows just how great
UCF is, how c;:lose kn"i.t we are
as a community."
Mingo handed out blue
glow sticks at the memorial,
something police departments
traditionally do to remember
their own.
"The blue represents the
blue uniforms we wear with
pride," he said.
Mourners were also given
candles.
"I pictured the candles lighting up and filling the entire
room,'' said Gina Castle, vice
president of risk management
for the Panhellenic Council.
She organized the event,
which she described as a
chance for UCF community
members to gather together
and remember a man who
touched many lives, directly
and indirectly.
"He affected the officers and
the officers affected the Greek
community and the rest of
UCF," Castle said.
SGA Student Body President Willie Bentley Jr. spoke at
the service.
· "I think that it is best to
reflect on our own lives," he
said. "We must not allow
tragedy to disconnect us (rom
the possibility of adventure and
excitement."
Bentley presented a resolu-

MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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UCF Police Department Major Randy Mingo delivered a speech at last Thursday's student
memorial ~ervice for Officer Mario Jenkins, who was shot and killed at a Sept. 24 tailgate.

tion recently passed by the
SGA Senate in memory of
Jenkins that declared Sept. 24 a
day of remembrance and advocated the building of a memorial for Jenkins at the Memory
Mall. -

.

The Faculty Senate . also
plans to pass a resolution "to
express condolences and
acknowledge Officer Jenkins'
service,'' said Ida Cook, vice
chair of the Faculty Senate and
,
sociology professor.
Bentley also said that he felt
Jenkins would appreciate being
rememb~red, not mourned, by
the student body.
Kevan Stone, owner of campus store Greek Unique and a
friend of Jenkins, echoed that
sentiment.
"For those of you who knew
him, you know he would not
have wanted this memorial to
be for him but rather .for his
brothers and sisters at the
UCFPD, his friends and most
of all his family," s;one said.
Aside from remembering
Jenkins, the service had an
additional function as the
speakers took the opportunity
to encourage students to write

or e-mail their civic leaders and
encourage them to pressure
President Bush to sign a waiver
that would allow Jenkins to be
buried in Bushnell National
Cemetery, an honor desired by
his family that is usually
reserved for service members
who have spent at least 24
months on active duty.
Jenkins spent nine months
as a Marine on active duty with
the remainder of his time spent
in the reserves.
·"Mario possessed th~ power
to enforce the laws of this
country and university," Stone
said.
"We possess the power to .
ilffiend one for such a deserved
honor."
.The UCFPD will also begin
selling ribbons and car decals
in memory of Jenkins in order
to raise enough money to send
his widow Valerie Jenkins and
some members of the UCFPD
to the state and federal law
enforcement memorials this
year in Tallahassee and Washington, D.C.
"Mario's name will be
carved into the wall," he said.
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t:Prough certified letters," Rode
said.
He said that Nordyke-Shelley accused him of subleasing,
which he says he wasri.'t doing.
"The first letter her attorney sent us said that we are not
allowed to sublease, but that
we are allowed to have four
non-relatives living with me,'
Rode said.
"If they aren't paying rent
> and simply living with me,
then it is not subleasing, and it
is not illegal.
"I feel that ... they are creat~ ing more problems than existed. They're only going after
college students and not for
race, religion or targeting any
> of the high school kids. They
love to place it all on college
kids."
Nordyke-Shelley denied
that students were being singled out
"I send letters to everyone,''
~ she said. "I have a list that is 12
pages long, and not all of them
are for college students.
1
"I don't think I'm suggesting
> every problem is the college
students. Now, as the number
of renters increased, the num' per of problems increased, but
not every single rental is a college student."
She added that her property
l

has been getting vandalized growing univ~rsity?"
weekly for the past few
Nick Kessler, who lives in
months.
. Regency Park with his wife
"People running over street and child, said he didn't have
;;igns were not middle school- an issue with the college stuers," . Nordyke-Shelley said. dents.
"They had to have licenses."
"The only problem I have is
According to John Rode, all these cars on the side of the
homeowners who rent to col- street,'' he said.
lege students have to pay $35
Parked cars on streets have
for a background check before long been a problem for the
that student is allowed to rent community.
the home, a process he said is
"Every day I'm dodging cars
not required of any other type on the street, but not all of
of renter.
these cars belong to college
"We don't have a problem kids,'' Justin Rode said.
with the students," Nordyke"If you're driving to UCF or
Shelley said. "But students Valencia, then you need to
come in and they make them- have some sort of parking perselves visible."
mit on your car, and I would
Nordyke-Shelley said that say maybe 30 percent of the
college students receive more cars parked on the side of
violations than other residents street have any sort of permit
because. many· notices about on them."
.
However, the .Rodes do not
violations relate to college students throwing parties.
,expect the problems with the
"Be aware of where you are homeowners association to
and be courteous to the fact clear up anytime soon.
that you are in a neighbor~
"I would love to say that the
hood," she said, "and this b.ridge will mend, but I think
neighborhood :wasn't built for things will continue where
sorority parties."·
they are," Justin Rode said.
Those parties upset resiHis father agrees.
dents.
"One of the happiest days of
"UCF has been around for my life will be when Justin
over 30 years," Justin Rode graduates, and I can put a 'For
said. "This community was Sale' sign on that lawn," John
built around 1994. Why wotild Rode said.
someone who wants [to] retire
or is trying to build a home
- Kate Howell contributed
purchase a · home next to a to this story
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GREEK LIFE

Greeks dance to help Out women
Kappa Delta, ZTA
hold annual events
to raise money for
their philanthropies
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

The ladies of the Kappa Delta sorority held their annual KD Shakedown
event last Wednesday at the Pegasus
Ballroom in the Student Union to benefit the Arnold Palmer Hospital for
· Women and Children.

The event features a dance competition between many of UCF's fraternities and sororities and awards the
efforts of the Top 3 performances for
both the men and the women. Sigina
Phi Epsilon fraternity earned the best
overall perfcfrmance, and Sigma Chi
finished first in the fraternity dance
competition, while Alpha Delta Pi took
the top prize for the sororities.
Beta Theta Phi and Pi Beta Phi finished in. second place and Kappa
Sigma and Delta Delta Delta won their
respective thitd place titles.
Kappa Delta hosts the Shakedown
event each year, and in conjunction
with its other philanthropic event, KD

Shamrock, KD raises thousands of dollars for the Arnold Palmer Hospital.
KD President Amanda Blakewood
said that the amount of money raised
from the Shamrock event is still
unknown, but sh,e believes it is more
than $3,000 at this point. Through both
events, the KD women expect to raise
more than $9,000 for the cause.
Zeta Tau Alpha also held its own
philanthropic event, Lip Sync, which is
also a dance competition for the fraternities and sororities.
ZTA members hold their competition annually as well to raise money for
their philanthropy - The Susan
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation.

/
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Members of the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, above, got into the spirit as they cheered on their fraternity's dance team at Kappa Delta's Shakedown event last Wednesday. The
women of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority sport their costumes during their performance in Zeta Tau Alpha's Lip Sync event last Tuesday.

Attend 15 home sporting events during the Fall and
Spring Semester for your chance to win a trip for 2,
all expenses paid, to one of these destinations. log
onto www.UCFAthletics.com for more information
and to get schedules for all UCF sports!!!
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running back Kevin Smith, left, and wide receiver Brandon Marshall, left, celebrate Smith's touchdown on the first play of the fourth quarter. The 1-yard run gave the Knights a 28-17 lead over the Tigers.
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How the
Knights
tamed the
Tigers

UCF football team holds
C-USA East lead after
beating Memphis 38-17

• Along time coming:
UCF won its third
straight game for the
first time since the
end of the 2002 season.
• Scoring a victory:
UCF's 38 points were
the most the Knights
have scored since
reaching 42 on Nov.
30, 2002 vs. Ohio.
• Keepin'it moving:
· The Knights had a
season-high 551
yards of offense. The
last time UCF football
· had more than 500
yards of total offense
was on Sept. 13,
2003 vs. Florida
Atlantic when the
Knights had 565
yards of total offense.

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

The UCF football team showed once and for all Saturday that
it knows how to put away an opponent.
Just ask Memphis.
The Golden Knights extended their winning streak to three
.with a convincing 38-17 win, giving UCF (3-2 overall, 2-0 in Conference USA) its first winning record since 2002 and sole pos- .
session of the Conference USA East Division
lead.
The victory contrasted with the two previFor game
ous games, in which UCF took a commanding breakdown,
early lead but let the opposition back in the
seeA11
game late.
"After' the last game, we talked about being
respected," UCF quarterback Steven Moffett
said. "That was the word of the week: respect. I think after this
game a lot of people are going to start respecting us."
The Knights have been talking since the beginning of the season about makirig it to a bowl game. Saturday's win was encouraging to UCF Coach George O'Leary, who sees his team on the
right track.
"It is a good win," O'Leary said. "It puts us at two wins in the
conference. I think we just have to keep moving from here. Our
goal has been to win enough to get to a bowl game and that is
what we ·are going to strive to do."
The defense gave Memphis problems the whole game, and
PLEASE SEE
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FOOTBALL ON A11

UCF receiver Brandon Marshall hauls in a touchdown catch in the fourth quarter Saturday.

"I think after this game a lot of people are going to start respecting us."
-

UCF QUARTERBACK STEVEN MOFFETT ON UCF'S 38-17 WIN OVER MEMPHIS SATURDAY

Sports Editor

What a difference a few
weeks can make.
Only 21 short days ago, victory-starved UCF footl;>all fans
were in full panic, scavenging
for any morsel of good news
they could find Desperate fans
were willing to do almost anything for a win. Heck, I was
even considering moving into
the office of the Future on the
whim that maybe it would help
the Knights win.
Fast-forward to Saturday
night at the Citrus Bowl, and
you would never have guessed
this was the same team that, less
than a rp.onth ago, had the
longest losing streak in the
nation. UCF players and fans
were celebrating Saturday, and,
from what I've seen, they were
enjoying something they
haven't been able to do in a long
time - exercising their bragging rights.
I'll admit that when the team
said publicly before the season
that the goal was to make it to a
bowl game this year, I thought
someone might have been spiking Coach George O'Leary's
Kool-Aid with Bailey's Irish
Cream.
How can you talk about
making it to a bowl game when
you haven't even won a regular
season game yet? ·
Well, I was wrong.
Obviously, O'Leary, his
coaching staff and his players
knew what they were talking
abo1,1:t when they set this goal.
Although that doesn't make up
for the lackluster performance
against USF, you can't help but
feel good for these guys.
How can you not smile
when you see quarterback
Steven Moffett ruw=fing off the
field with an ear'fo-ear grin
after the 38-17 taming of the
Tigers? Three weeks.ago Moffett hadn't won a game since his
senior year in high school Now
he has a three-game winning
streak, and, at times in the past
two games, he has been flawless.
How can you not feel good
when you see UCF receivers
Brandon Marshall and Mike
Walker at the bottom of a pile in
the end zone, celebrating the
. final touchdown of the game,
while the decibel level in the
Citrus Bowl reaches heights it
hasn't seen in years? These guys
' have been waiting for nearly
their entire career to be part of
something special. and that
opportunity has finally come.
Before the Memphis game,
there were moments when the
Knights showed that they could
do special things on the football
field Whether it was the second
half of the South Carolina game
or the first quarter of the Mar- .
shall and Louisiana-Lafayette
PLEASE SEE

Women bounce back·from shutout loss
I

Soccer team now
2-0 in league play
NADA TAHA
Contributing Writer

The UCF women's soccer
team shut out Tulane Friday
afternoon, bouncing back from
its loss to Florida Atlantic last
Sunday.
The win increased UCF's
record to 5-7 overall and 2-0 in
~ Conference USJ\.

Leading scorers Roberta
Pelarigo and Jennifer Montgomery set the tone for the rest
of the match early on with the
first goal less than twenty minutes into the game. The two
were unstoppable as they carried the team to a 4-0 victory.
"Having your two strikers
score two goals each is big,"
UCF Coach Amanda Cromwell
said.
·
Both Pelarigo and Montgomery were on fire as they
PLEASE SEE

WOMEN ON A10

.

UCF's Roberta
Pelarigo,
right, was a
key part of
the Knights'
4-0victory
over Tulane
on Friday.
Pelarigo is
UCF's leading
scorer with
seven goals
this year.

IF ON A10

Men's soccer falls to FIU in
NCAA first-round rematch
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

After being knock~d out of
the NCAA Tournament for
three straight years by Florida
International University, the
UCF men's soccer team finally broke through with an upset
win in the first round last year.
In Saturday night's grudge
match, the Golden Panthers
took their revenge.
The Golden K.nighjP had

~".""""""...__,_.....,~~~---,...~,...,_r~: r...,--..~..,.-_...,........-__._~........,~~~

their four-game winning
streak snapped and suffered
their first setback in Conference USA in a 3-0 loss to their
in-state rival.
The Knights dropped to 63-1 overall and 1-1-1 in Conference USA, while FIU
improved to 6-3-1 and moved
into second place in C-USA.
with a 2-0-1 record.
Although UCF senior Jon
PLEASE SEE

MEN'S ON A10

Women perfect 2-0 in C-USA after win Volleyball

STATE &
NATION

FROM

Oklahoma 12,
No.2Texas45
DALLAS - Vince Young
and the Texas Longhorns are
headed home from the State
Fair with the prize that's eluded
them for five years: a victory
over Oklahoma
Showing the poise and leadership he's developed after an
ugly performance against the
Sqoners last year, Young threw
for three touchdowns·guiding
No. 2 Texas to a 45-12 victory
Saturday.
.
The Longhorns (5-0, 2-0 Big
12) convincingly ended one of
the most dominant runs in the
100-game series between the
Red River rivals, salvaging
Coach Mack Brown's reputation.
The orange-clad throng that
filled the Texas half of the Cotton Bowl savored every second
of the postgame rendition of
the "Eyes of Texas." Several
thousand remained inside the
stadium rather than heading to
the fairgrounds outside.
The Sooners (2-3, 1-1) came
in riding their longest series
winning streak since the 1950s,
in addition to the fact that
they'd outscored the Longhorns 189-54 along the way,
leaving the impression that
Oklahoma's Bob Stoops was
outcoaching Brown. Even with
victories over Michigan in the
· Rose Bowl and at Ohio State
earlier this season, Brown still
bad something to prove.
The proof came right away.
Young led an 82-yard touchdown drive on the opening
~s that put Texas ahead for
$OOd.

Arizona 21,
No.1 USC42
LOS ANGELES - LenDale
White scored four touchdowns,
rushed for 179 yards and USC
posted its 27th consecutive vic-

tory.
The Trojans (5-0, 3-0 Pac-10)
also won their school-record
23rd home game. White and
Reggie Bush, who bad llO yards,
each ran for 100-plus yards for
the third consecutive game.
Steve Smith added seven catches for 134 yards.

Marshall 14,
No.3 Virginia Tech 41
. BLACKSBURG, Va.
Branden Ore rushed for 146
yards.and a touchdown for Virginia Tech.
.
; The I:tokies (6-0) led 14-7 at
the break, but got a 19-yard field
~oal from Brandon Pace, a 15yard fumble return by Vince
Hall and a 48-yard scoring pass
· (rom Marcus Vick to David
qowney in a span of 3:29 during the third quarter to lead 31-7.
" Vick finished ll-for-16 for
163 yards. He also threw an
\nterception - only his second
this season - on a ball that
_glanced off Josh Morgan's
hands to Chris Royal. Ahmad
Bradshaw bad 99 yards on 22
carries to lead Marshall (2-3).

Wake Forest 24,
No.4 Florida State 41
TALLAHASSEE - Drew
Weatherford threw for 351
yards and three touchdowns
the Seminoles blew open a
Close game with three quick
scores in the final quarter.
Florida State (5-0, 3-0 ·
Atlantic Coast Conference)
rolled up 585 yards and 27 first
downs, but its nationally
· ranked defense struggled all
day against the pesky Demon
Deacons. Wake Forest (2-4, 1-2)
closed to 20-17 on a 31-yard
touchdown run by Chris Barclay, who finished with 125
·yards.
·

as
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scored two of the four goals
within 70 seconds of each
other, not giving Tulane a
chance to respond.
Scoring the first goal from
the right comer of the penalty
box with a pass from Pelarigo,
Montgomery started off the
scoring streak.
Pelarigo followed shortly
after with a breakaway goal
against Tulane keeper Megan
Morey.
Shannon
Wing
chipped in with art assist to
Pelarigo's first goal of the
gam~.

The UCF defense kept up

with the Knights' dominating much of a powerhouse as the
offense..Tulane's lone shot on first for the Knights. Pelarigo
goal in the game was deflected started the half with her secby UCF reserve goalkeeper ond and fmal goal of the night
Julie Snaman. Tulane mid- only ll minutes into the perifielder Jacl~e Obert attempted od. Montgomery kept the
to head the ball in after a pass momentum, following with a
from fellow teammate Kali goal of her own four minutes
Miller with 17 minutes left.. in later.
the match, but Snaman was
Hanna Wilde's rebounded
there to make the stop.
shot off the Tulane goalkeeper
Snaman snagged her first was all Montgomery needed
save of the season and the · to follow through and seal the
Knights' only save after filling deal in the 60th minute.
in for starting goalkeeper Beth
The Green Wave's six saves
Harless in the second half. and one shot on goal were not
Each goalie spent 45 minutes enough to compete with the
in the net on Friday.
Knights' commanding 16.
The second half proved as shots. Pelarigo dominated the

offense with two out of eight
shots on goal and an assist
against Tulane.
The game was a definite
improvement from the FAU
loss the previous Sunday.
UCF's offense tound a way to
get jump-started on Saturday
after being shut out last Sunday against the Owls.
.The Knights were scheduled to wrap up their road trip
on Sunday afternoon again:st
UTEP in El Paso, but the
results. were not available
before press time.
Check out Thursday's issue
of the Future for more UCF
women's soccer coverage.

Men's soccer unable to score in loss to Panthers
FROM
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Imran earned a good scoring
chance in the opening minutes of the match, FIU senior
Jared Rose-made the best of
his opportunity in the 16th
minute. FIU senior Lucas
Scudeler battled through a
defensive scramble and sent
the ball to a streaking Rose
who knocked in his firs~ goal
of the season.
Just over five minutes into
the second half, FIU junior
David Hope increased th,e
host's lead. As UCF senior
goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh
came out of the net to stop the
Golden Panthers' offensive
press, FIU senior Jean
Camere passed to Hope, who
took advantage of the open
net.
UCF freshman Mike Mattson led the Knights with four
shots, but was unable to break
the shutout when he failed to
capitalize on a header in the
REBECCA BARNETT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FU,TURE
57th minute.
·
Adham Rashwan and the Knights offense couldn't score on Saturday against the Panthers.
Finally, in the 89th minute,
Coming off a'pair of games
The Knights were outshot
the Panthers made sure that
the Knights would not be for only the third time this that showed the team's strong
making another dramatic season, 21-12, and could only will to win, UCF Coach Brent
comeback. FIU sophomore muster two shots on goal. In Erwin was not pleased with
Danny Vazquez took a pass the all-time series between what he saw Saturday night.
"Obviously, this was a very
from FIU freshman Judah these two teams, FIU has now
Hernandez and knocked his won six of the last seven con- disappointing result," Erwin
fourth goal of the season into tests and holds a 24-7-3 edge said. "We are a much better
over the Knights.
team than we showed tonight.
the right side of the net.

"Obviously this
.was a very
disappointing
result. We are
much better
thanwe ·
showed."
- UCF COACH BRENT ERWIN

ON UCF'S 3-0 LOSS TO FIU SATURDAY

We have.to work hard in practice next week and get ready
for two more matches on the
road next week."
The Knights will need to
be more than ready for their
next match when they face
their'coach's former team, the
SMU Mustangs.
Before coming to Orlando
in 2005, Erwin spent six years
as the top assistant coach at
SMU. The Mustangs, who
started 2005 ranked seventh
in the nation, are 5-4-2 this
year and top C-USA with a 30-0 record.
The Knights and Mustangs
clash Friday at 8 p.m in Dal-'
las, Texas.

A9

If this team plays the way it
did against Memphis, the sky
games, the Knights thoroughly ·is the limit With six games
dominated their opponents for remaining, the Knights are
realistically only three wins
a brief stretch, but then let the
away from a bowl game, but
foot off the accelerator.
What was so encouraging
why stop there?
about Saturday's win was that
IfUCF can play to its
UCF's moments of brilliance
poten~ this team is good
enough to compete for a
heavily outweighed its
championship in Conference
moments of mediocrity.
The Knights were domiUSA If I bad said that after the
nant in every quarter, with the
USF game, you might have
exception of the second And
thought my Kool-Aid bad
instead ofletting a bad quarter . been spiked
get into their heads, the
What a difference ~few
Knights came out aggressively weeks can make. .
in the second halL striking a
back-breaking blow in the
Andy Vasquez can be reached at
opening moments.
sports@UCFnews.com

CLUB -SPORTS CORNER
Tennis Club

the NIRSA National Campus
The first weekend of Octo- Championship in Austin,
ber kicked off the inaugural Texas (April 2006).
For more information on
year of the Florida Campus
Championship Series for ten- the series and for upcoming
tournament dates, please visit
nis atUCF. .
Ten men's teams and six www.knightstennis.com
women's teams from UCF,
USF, UM and FIU entered the Men's Soccer Club
The UCF Men's Soccer
Back 2 Campus Championship. After each of the 10 dub traveled to Gainesville
teams played a long eight sets over the weekend to particiof tennis Saturday, only six pate in the UF Fall Florida Invimoved on to bracket play on tational Soccer Tournament.
There were 16 teams playSunday on the men's side, and
No.6 Ohio State 10,
.
ing,
including all the main
on
the
four
moved
forward
No. 16 Penn State 17
Florida
schools and quite a few
women's
side.
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. After another grueling day from out of state. Over the
Michael Robinson and Derrick
of tennis in the Central Florida course of a spectacular five
Williams ran for touchdowns
heat,
UCF A and B teams met games, the club found itself
· · less than three minutes apart in
in the fmals of the men's draw, facing UF in the fmals of its
the second quarter, and Paul
and UCF met Miami in the own tournament.
Posluszny and Penn State's
This match was one that
.
fmals
of the women's draw.
defense did the rest as the NitUCF A and UCF took home the UCF men were greatly
tany Lions moved back on top
looking forward to, because
the first titles of the year.
pf the Big Ten and back in the
they fell to UF in the opening
The
Florida
·
·
Campus
hunt for a national title.
Championship Series .was match ofthe tournament.
~ Wm No. 349 for Joe Paterno
A hard-fought three games
}Vas the type of victory some · formed to include more tourlater,
UCF emerged trinaments
for
club
tennis
thought was only in the past for
around the state. The format of umphant in their .first sixth
!he 78-year-old coach. The
the series emulates the new game of the weekend. A 2-1
16th-ranked Nittany Lions (6-0,
and very successful u:s. Open victory over UF in the fmals
3-0) hadn't beaten a team so
Series
where players play in marked the first-ever collehighly ranked since knocking
tournaments leading up to the giate tournament win for the
qff No. 4 Arizona to start the
U.S. Open and accumulate UCF Soccer Club.
1999 season.
The club team has gained a
points·for seeding and prize
" The Buckeyes had 230 total
large amount of respect from
money.
yards with 'froy Smith passing
On the college leve~ teams this win and will hopefully
for 139. Penn State managed 195,
will
be accumulating points to become a force on the national
:Robinson passed for 78 and ran
earn a seed in the UST.A Flori- circuit.
for 52.
da Sectional Championship in
- BRENT BOOSTROM
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tampa (March 2006) and then
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Knights lose both
matches in three
consecutive games

.,
•

ANDY JACOBSOHN
Staff Writer

The UCF volleyball team lost
two weekend conference
matches in three games each
and fell to 4-9 overall and 2-4 in
C-USA
The Golden Knights lost (3016, 30-23, 20-25) on the road to
•
East Carolina on Friday. On Sunday, UCF lost (30-18, 30-14, 3023) at Marshall.
The Golden Knights return
home to face Rice at the UCF
Arena at 7 p.m. Friday.
Against East Carolina, UCF
was held to just a -.103 hitting
average in the first game and
fmished with a .171 hitting a1'erage overall East Carolina (10-6,
2-2) hit .371 in the first game and
fmished with a .333 average.
Freshman libero Lindsay
Randazzo led UCF with 14 digs,
and sophomore setter Kim Clonan had 20 assists. Junior outside hitter Maina Heming led ·
with 10 kills.
UCF was outhit by Marshall
(13-4, 5-0), .333 to .048.
Rice (9-3, 1-1), the defending
C-USA champion, fmished 25-5
last season. UCF is 2-2 all-time
against the Owls. They last
played in 2004 at the Hurricane · •
Frances Invitational in Baton
Rouge, . La. Rice won in three
games (15-30, 19-30, 25-30).
For the second time in three
weeks, Rice's Olaya Pazo was
named C-USA Player of the
Week. During. the State Farm
Illini Classic, Pazo averaged 5.71
kills and 2.29 digs per game.
Thursday's issue of the
Future will include more complete UCF volleyball coverage.

•
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If football team plays to its
potential, sky is the limit
FROM

·team falls
twice over
weekend

I

STONEYBROOK

•

.

IT'S YOUR

HOM·E
COURSE!!!
·'

Monday- Friday ANYTIME!
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S JUST
OVER 17 BUCKS AFTER 2:00pm

.

'·

'

Offer Expires 10 I 31 I 2005

Call the Pro Shop for tee times

407-384-6888
~

~

~
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INSIDE
THE
NUMBERS

8

Totalyardsfor
the
Tigers in the
first quarter
compared to
219forthe
Golden Knights.

:

I

26

.GAME

UCF first downs
compared to 14
for Memphis inJ
Saturday's 38-1 r
win over the
Tigers. ·

5: MEJ\J1PHIS 17, UCF 38

31

Carries for a total
of 164 yards for
true freshman
Kevin Smith in
UCF's win over
Marshall.

UCF PLAY OF THE GAME

Steven Moffett
Moffett's scrambling touchdown pass
to a wide open Brandon Marshall
sent the UCF faithful into afrenzy.

AROUND C-USA

KEY STATS

Memphis:

Time of possession - 21 :41

Marshall vs.Virginia Tech

UCF:

.

Trailing 14-7 at the half left Marshall (2-3, 11 C-USA) with the idea of pulling off the
biggest upset of the college football season.'
Virginia Tech (6-0) stopped that from happening.
l
The Hokies, led by a powerful running
game and a ferocious defense, broke away in
the second half winning 41-14. .
.
Marshall surprised the Hokies early, averaging close to 59 pass attempts in their previous two games, the Thundering Herd broke1
their pattern and kept the ball on the ground
This allowed the Thundetjng Herd to keep
the Hokies offense led by Marcus Vick off the
field
· Yet almost as quickly as the third quaiter1
started. so did the demise ofthe Herd.
,
Tech began the onslaught with a Brandon
Pace 19-yard field goal, which was followed by
a fumble return for a touchdown by Vmce Hall.
and a 48-yard touchdown pass from Vick to
David Clowney. The Hokies were able to score
all 17 points in three minutes and 29 seconds.
With Vick off his game, the Hokies
to the running game of Brandon Ore. Ore·
rushed for 146 yards on 19 carries scoring..
once.

Time of possession- 38:19

•

turne« ·

SMUvs.UAB

,J

Completing a 31-yard touchdown pass as.
time expired, SMU (2-4, 1-1 C-USA) wa5 able
to complete one of the biggest upsets of the'
day beating UAB (3-2, 1-1 C-USA) 28-27.
:
Bobby Chase ran under a Jerad Romo pass;
in the back left comer of the endzone and finished off the Mustangs drive that traveled so-'
1
yards in 23 seconds.
The Mustangs' defense came to play thii .
game. The running game of the Blazers had:
been averaging more than 100 yards a game,
the Mustangs held the Blazers to 73 yards'
rushing.
UAB quarterback Darrell Hackney tried to
take the game on his shoulders, but couldn't'
do all the work. Hackney threw for 344 yards' .
and two touchdowns, but also threw two'
interceptions. ·
Romo had his game going all day, throwing;
for 333 yards and two touchdowns. ·Bobby'
ChaSe was Romo's favorite target, leading the
team with five catches for 82 yards.
'
The Mustangs won the turnover battle,'
something the Blazers bad controlled all year,'.
as the Mustangs forced 12 turnovers in their'
first five games.
·
·
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Brandon Marshall runs past a Memphis defender toward the end zone during his career-high 69-yard touchdown catch Saturday. The touchdown, on UCF's first possession of the second half, gave the Knights·a 21-14 lead.

Howthe Knights tamed
Williams, Tigers
.
.

Knights pi.ck up win
after agressive game
against Memphis
CHRIS HOVLER
Staff Writer

Tell your friends. Have them tell
~eir friends. Tell people you don't

even know, like the person you pay
before you pump your gas or the
people you stand in line with at the
supermarket.
Tell them that this UCF football
team is pretty good.
·
Saturday, Oct. 8, may go down as
the day the fortune .of UCF football
changed. Not only did it defeat
perennial C-USA powerhouse Memphis 38-17, East .division opponent
UAB was upset at home by SMU,
giving UCF the outright lead ·i n the
division at 2-0.
Knight football has reached new
heights just two games into its stay in
C-USA Here's how the team did it.

UCF won because...

Cedric Gagne-Marcoux, Josh Sitton
and Patrick Brown combine with the
guards to form one of the conference's best offensive lines.

Memphis lost because...
· Tommy West coached a terrible
.game. Running back Del\ngelo
Williams was shut down by the
Knights' defense, but West refused to
change the play calling. Williams,
who is one of the nation's best outside runners, was running every play
up the middle where there was no
room. West refused to run outside
with Williams, using quarterback
Billy Barefield on rollouts or backup.
running back Joseph Doss on sweeps
· instead, and the UCF defense
stacked the line to stop Williains. ·
· West also ran the no-huddle offense,
a tactic UCF was well prepared for.
"We were expecting that all .
week," senior linebacker James Cook
said. "Coach [George O'Leary] told
us it was kind of going fo be maybe a
slow tempo sometimes, and sometimes they're gonna pick it up and go
faster. Coach gave me some calls to
call when they hurry up and I'm not
able to get a call, so we did not have
those problems like the game
before."

They dominated the game at the
lirte of scrimmage. Lost in the career
days of Mike Walker, Kevin Smith
and Steven Moffett was the play of
the offensive line. UCF ran the coun- The momentum shifted when...
UCF took a 21-14 lead early in the
terplay very often, with the key to
Smith's 164-yard game being the third quarter, then the defense
holes opened by pulling guards stopped Memphis' next drive with
David Gardner and L.J. Anderson. · some assistance. The Tigers had a

first down at the UCF 12, but on the
third down committed back-to-back
penalties of false start and holding,
forcfug them into fourth-and-21 and a
40-yard field goal. The penalties
were the result of a raucous crowd of
20,562, who forced Barefield . to
change the play at the line often.
"It was great," Cook said. "We
love 'em. We love the fans, we need
them, we love the support."

Play of the game...

quarter. In 8:25, the Knights ran the
ball 14 times, and the outstanding
conditioning that UCF fans heard
about all summer was evident. The·
game was over at this point, as Smith
and Dontavius Wilcox combined for
12 straight running plays that gained
55 yards, draining the Memphis
defense of whatever energy it had
left.

Raining on the parade...

Again, the Knights failed to hold a
DeAngelo Williams was able to lead, as they were up 14-0 less than 9
pull off a run that will be the staple of minutes into the game. It has not cost
his NFL Draft high)ight package. them a game yet, but with Southern
Williams took a second-and-two . Mississippi looming on Saturday,
draw out of the shotgun immediate- another occurrence of a blown lead
ly to the outside left. At least four may when they play in a hostile envi~
UCF defenders had a chance to stop ronment like Hattiesburg.
him for a loss, but Williams reversed
field, running all the way to the other What this means...
sideline before going 76 yards to the
The Knights are now in the driUCF2.
ver's seat to win the division. The.y
The only reason the play worked, may have the.i r toughest games in
was because Memphis lined up with front of them with trips to USM and
three receivers to the opposite side, UAB, but if they can stave off overand they all stopped running when confidence, they could host the conWilliams was on the other side of the ference title game on Dec. 3. .
field, seemingly dead in the water.
"We have to stay extremely levelWhen he came back around, they headed," junior defensive end Chris
were waiting to block and open up Welsh said. "[Stay] very humble and
the play.
continue to focus on what we're supposed to do week to week."
·

Drive of the game...
UCF broke the back of the Memr
phis defense with a 16-play, 80-yard
drive that culminated with a Smith 1yard touchdown to start the fourth

Game Balls...

Houston vs. Tulane
Led by the running of Ryan Gilbert, the
Houston Cougars (3-2, 2-1 C-USA) easily beat
Tulane (2-2, 1-1C-USA)35-14.
Gilbert led the Cougar offense, gaining 160
yards on the ground on 17 carries and scoring'
two touchdowns.
•
After a 7-7 halftime tie, the Cougars came·
out in the second half and put four straight
touchdowns on the board before Tulane Was
able to answer. Qµarterback Kevin Kolb wa5
able to stay away from turnovers this game;
simply managing the game and allowing
Gilbert to run wild. Kolb finished with 192
yards and one touchdown.
•
The offense for the Green Wave was
absent all game. Quarterback Lester Ricard
couldn't complete a pass to any of his targets;
completing just 12 of his 32 passes. In total, the
' Green Wave offense gained 240 total yards
evenly distributing th~ production 120 on the'
ground and 120 through the air.
•
Unable to play in New Orleans due td
destruction from Hurricane Katrina, Tulane
hosted Houston at Cajun Field, the regular
home of Louisiana-Lafayette.
/.
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Offense: The offensive line
Defense: Jason Venson
Special Teams: Aaron B:ome

Football dominant in all aspects on way to home victory
FROM

•
•
•
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the UCF offense used a balance of
runnihg and passing to score repeatedly.
The 'Knights were able to move
the ball easily. UCF had 26 first
downs, 261 yards rushing and 291
yards passing. UCF also dominated
time of possession, controlling the
ball for 38:19, nearly two thirds of the
game.
.
.
The defense focused on stopping
Heisrrian Trophy hopeful running
back DeAngelo Williams, but it was
the UCF running attack that proved
to be unstoppable.
·
Williams, going for a C-USArecord fourth consecutive game with
more than 200 yards rushing, finished with 137 yards on 14 carries,
most of them on a stunning careerlong 76-yard nitl in the second quarter, a run in which the Knights
seemed to have stopped him for a
loss.
"It's unfortunate that run took
place," defensive end Chris Welsh
said "But he's a great runner. You've
got to expect that out of guys like
that."
Otherwise, UCF kept Williams, a
probable first-round NFL draft pick,
in check.
Le·d by Kevin Smith, the Knights
used a committee of running backs
to run past the Tigers.
Smith, who outrushed Williams
with a career-high 164 yards on 31
carries, became the first UCF true
freshman running back in 13 years to
have back-to-back 100-yard rushing
games. Junior running backs Don-.
tavius Wilcox and Jason Peters combined for 101 yards on 25 carries.
"Since day one, I've had confidence," Smith said. "But the more I
~n, it boosts up my confidence
more and more ... plus the offensive

21-0 lead.
The Knights faced third and goal
from a the 1-yard line, but a penalty
for an illegal substitution pushed
them back to the 6. On the next play,
Moffett was sacked for a 4-yard loss.
Then, kicker Matt Prater missed the
field goal.
·
In a five-minute span, the
momentum had shifted away from
· the Knights.
Memphis drove on seven plays in
2:19 to cut the Knights lead in half at
14-7.
The Knights couldn't advance on
their next drive and punted. Memphis started at its .14. On second
down, Williams broke his 76-yard
run, and the Tigers scored two plays
later.
The Knights regained the
MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
momentum in the second half after a
UCF running back Kevin Smith runs during Saturday's win over Memphis., Smith had 164 yards on 31 carries.
defensive stand on the opening possession. The Knights pushed the
line is doing a hell of a job. They give
The fans at the Citrus Bowl had Tigers back 11 yards in three plays,
me the holes, and I run through plenty to cheer about throughout the including a sack, and Memphis
them."
punted.
game.
Moffett completed 14 of 21 passes
On the second play of the next
The Knights chose to receive
for 290 yards and three touchdowns. after winning the toss and marched drive, Moffett found Marshall open
Moffett completed passes to only down the field primarily on the in the middle of the field for a 69two receivers, Brandon Marshall and ground in their first drive. Eleven yard touchdown - the longest of
Mike Walker.
plays and 80 yards later, with 52 of Marshall's career - giving UCF a 21Walker finished with 10 recep- those yards coming on the ground, 14 lead.
tions and a career-high 157 yards and the Knights led 7-0 on a 10-yard
After a Memphis field goal, the
a touchdown. Marshall had four Wilcox run less than five minutes Knights drove to the 1, when the
catches, tWo for touchdowns.
third quarter ended. The Knights'
into the quarter.
Marshall's final touchdown came
After the defense forced M m- first play of the fourth quarter was
in the fourth quarter with the phis to ·punt on its first series, the fourth-and-goal, and O'Leary decidKnights leading 28-17.
Knights started on their and moved · ed to go for it. That decision paid off
Moffett took the snap, but was the ball with ease and a balance of when Smith bounded into the ei:J.d
forced to scramble away from the rushing and passing. Smith carried zone, increasing the lead to 28-17.
Memphis pass rush. He avoided two five times for 30 yards, and Moffett
Venson's in,terception the
defenders, rolled to his right and · completed.passes 'to Walker twice Knights' third in as many games spotted Marshall open in the end for 34 yards, including a 20-yarder, led to UCF's final touchdown.
The Knights reached another hiszone. The throw dropped into Mar- which gave UCF a 14-0 lead
shall's arms just before two defendAfter the Knights smothered toric mark Saturday night, becoming
ers hit ~· That gave the Knights a Williams and the offense on three only the second team in 55 years to
35-17 l.~d and sent the crowd of do~s again, UCF drove down the win 1:111r-e straight games after going
20,562 into a frenzy.
.
field and appeared poised to take a 0-11 the previous season.

Tulsa vs.Southern Miss

1

Qµarterback Paul Smith was a man on 2.
mission Saturday, running for three touch ·
downs and passing for another, as Tulsa (3-~1•
1-1 C-USA) defeated Southern Miss (2-2, 1-0 CJ
USA)34-17.
The Tulsa offense was ·on a. roll all game'.
Uril Parrish ran for 137 yards, and Garrett
Mills caught eight passes for 115 yards helping
the Golden Hurricane gain a total of 475 yards.
Smith finished the game passing 21-of-35
for 232 yards, his touchdown wa5 from three
yards out to favorite target Mills, and his three
running touchdowns came from one yard out
each.
For Tulsa, most of the season their defense
has been best described as Swiss cheese,
being ranked 109 of 117 division I-A teams in
rush defense. This game, though, the defense
stood firm, only allowing 37 rushing yards on
17 carries.
The Golden Eagles scored twice in the first
quarter, after Jasper Faulk picked off Smith
twice, returning one 49 yards for a touchdown.

Rice vs. East Carolina
After multiple weeks of being shredded
defensively, East Carolina's (2-3, 1-1 C-USA)
offense finally showed up to help the team.
Gaining a total of 459 yards, the Pirates
were able to outgun the Rice Owls (0-4, 0-2 CUSA) 41-28.
The Pirates' offense proved to be too mue4
for the owls· in the fourth quarter. With the
Owls leading 28-24 early in the fourth, the
Pirates responded by scoring 17 unanswered
points in the final 10 minutes.
Quarterback James Pinkney had his best
game of the season passing for 355 yards oti
22-of-34 p~sing, including three touchdowq
strikes. Pinkney was able to locate Aundra~
Allison and Chris Johnson throughout the daYi
the two combined for 13 catches for 238 yards.
The option attack of the Owls certainly
fought hard to stay in the game. The owls raJl
for 230 yards on 59 attempts, and were able to
control the clock for a little over seven more
minutes than the Pirates.
- ZACH MOORE
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Tailgate not place
·for pr~testers
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ahnost four years. Indoor furniInstead of having a moment
or the first time in ahnost
ture hasn't been allowed at our
two football seasons, UCF of celebration, the UCF police
tailgates since Daunte Culpepstudents have something officers were more likely
shocked and saddened by such
per was quarterback.
to be proud of.
They have a team with. not blatant disrespect. ·
But nowhere does it say that
beer is not allowed at UCF tailAlso adding to the embaronly a winning streak, but also an
actual chance at a conference rassment were some students in gates. By that reasoning alone,
these students were way off base
the tailgating area who decided
championship.
,
and contributed nothing to
Unfortunately, the students
to turn the recent decisions by
the tailgating task force into a
rebuilding a positive tailgating
who can take pride in this footatmosphere.
ball program, and the U-turn it
soapbox.
The overall atmosphere at
Members of NORML and the
has taken, are overshadowed by
Saturday's tailgate and game was
Progressive Cquncil walked
students who possess no class
one of jubilance. People were
through the tailgating lots with
whatsoever.
signs to let people know they
happy because their liberties as
At Saturday's game, there
were upset ·a bout the ban of beer fans of college football were not
were top many students who
funnels. Appar.ently, all these
· affected, other than having to
couldn't grasp the idea of celeleave their beer funnels at home.
students learned from Jenkins'
brating a football victory over a
death is that losing a beer funnel People were happy because
very strong Memphis team
their football team won its third
is more important than losing a
without adding insult to our
game in a row and gave UCF
life.
injured police department.
One member of NORML also sole possession of first place in
With less than a minute
held a sign that read "Ban
Conference USA.
remaining in the game, the CitSadly, people were also happy
weapons not beer." Maybe it was
rus Bowl event staff and Orlanto make a mockery of a sorrowan illusion, but there seemed to
do and UCF police lined the
ful situation for a good majority
wall adjacent to the student sec- be a significant number of stution to deter the UCF faithful ·
dents and fans at Saturday's tailof the UCF community. Officer
Jenkins' death is not void of confrom repeating a charge on the
gate enjoying their fair share of
field after the Knights' win
beer and doing so without both- troversy. People have their opinions and some witnesses have
against Marshall two weeks ago. . ering anyone around them.
claimed different accounts of the
Instead of charging the field,
Nobody involved with the
tailgating task force or any
shooting than others.
though, SgJl'le students chanted,
But one of the things that
·"Please cfon't shoot us."
police department ever suggestmany people - including UCF
In a matter of seconds, these
ed banning alcohol. In fact, if
police officers - wanted to
fans found a way to wipe the
anyone bothers to look at the
come out of this was a safe envitask force's final decision, they
smiles off the faces of the UCF
may notice that all of the proronment for tailgaters and police
police officers on duty for this
posed changes accepted by UCF alike.
game. The officers were not
simply happy that UCF won a
For the most part, Saturday's
President John Hitt weren't realgame was successful in doing
third game in a row, but because ly changes at all, merely reinforcements of changes made to
that. One group of students,
they knew that Mario Jenkins
though, tried to ruin it, and that's
our tailgating policy years ago.
would have been just as happy
Kegs have been banned for
saddest of all.
to see UCF win.
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Smith wasting
everyone's time
T

by a has-been model trying to
he U.S. Supreme Court
Then the sum was reduced to
once again convince anyone that
has been dealing with a
$89 million, and eventually a
. pretty heavy burden over San Francisco circuit court
she loved Marshall.
The Supreme Court is supthe past month between the
judge threw out the entire case
and gave her absolutely nothing. posed to make decisions that
death of Chief Justice William That was the best decision,
concern the best interest of the
Rehnquist and the controversies
considering the questionable
citizens of the United States.
behind George W. Bush's new
The justices are supposed to set
motives behind the marriage.
appointees.
Smith deserves nothing more a legal standard in this ~ountry
With the transition of new
than the embarrassment of havin order to stop chaos and proChief Justice John Roberts and
the looming addition of Harriet
ing a nation laughing at her and
tect the freedom of citizens.
The Supreme Court should
Miers, the last thing the
1:-iving with the thought that she
wasted two years of her life
Supreme Court should have to
never have to deal with something as lame as a woman's
deal with is any nonsensical and parading around trying to con.v ince the world she really loved
frivolous lawsuits.
pathetic attempt to steal money
· But it's facing one anyway.
an 89-year-old man.
from Marshall's family when
Two weeks ago it was
Now she's wasting the valuthey are the people who truly
loved the man and are entitled
declared that former Playboy
able time of this nation's
Supreme Court because she's
to his estate.
Playmate and poster girl for
insanity Anna Nicole Smith will convinced herself that she
When the justices eventually
go before the justices of the
deserves money she is not entimeet to determine the fate of
Supreme Court to plead her
Marshall's millions, their decitled to.
sion should be simple. They
case involving the massive forEveryone should be confident that the justices will make
should look Smith and her attortune of h er late husband, J.
the proper decision and not give . ney in the eyes and tell them to
Howard Marshall II.
Smith a single penny and, it
get lost.
Smith began her quest for
They should tell them to stop
should be hoped, condemn her
immortal foolishness in 1994
wasting their time and everyone
when she married Marshall,
to live with a guilty conscience.
else's time.
The better decision allwho was once a Texas oil
Above all else, the decision
tycoon. He was 89 and she was
around would be to award her
the Supreme Court makes
26, not exactly a shining examsome of the money but not to
should not be to award her any
ple of a marriage based on love
give it to her directly. The
Supreme Court should guaranmoney but to help instill·some
and adoration.
common sense into Smith. This
Marshall died - to no one's - tee her some money but only if
surprise - two years after the
she checks herself into a mental case has no business being anywhere near a Supreme Court
institution to receive help she
couple married, and Smith
justice.
began an enduring legal struggle may need.
It is the Supreme Court's
The woman may not be right
with Marshall's family over his
in the head, which seems eviduty to build a sense of legal
$474 million estate.
responsibility in this nation, not
After Marshall's death, Smith . dent by her believing that the
to help a woman find some·
precious time of the nation's
was initially awarded the entire
brain cells.
amount by a bankruptcy judge.
highest court should be wasted
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UCF'~ own speaks out
As one ofUCF's police officers, I feel that
some issues need to be addressed in
response to letters printed in the Oct. 3 and
Oct. 6 editions of the Future.
In regards to training, police academy
training is intensive .and in-depth despite
what appears to be •ronly a few months of
training." Once an officer is hired by an
agency, including UCFPD, field training lasts
about 16 weeks before one is allowed to work
on his or her own.
We are required and encouraged to
enhance and continue our training throu~
out our careers. Training never stops. I welcome anyone to look at my training file and
see what training I have completed.
The UCFPD trains all its officers in highliability areas on a regular basis. Officer
Mario Jenkins was a highly trained officer
and to say anything less is disrespectful.
Another reader questions why Jenkins
fired into the ab: and held a gun next to
someone's head. Yes, firing warning shots is
dangerous and doing such is not condoned
by any department.
I was not present at the scene that day, but
as someone who knew and worked closely
with Jenkins, if he did fire into the air then it
was because he felt threatened and was running out of options to defend his life.
How would you react if an intoxicated and
obviously hostile crowd began fighting you
and trying to injure or possibly kill you?
An ordinary citizen probably would have
shot every person in sight, Jenkins fired only
when he felt it was absolutely necessary and
shot the young man only after he attacked
him and attempted to take his gun.
Eyewitness accounts printed by this paper
confirm that Jenkins not only verbally identified himself but also had his badge out the
entire time.
Sending letters generalizing police behavior that we prey on people to brutalize doesn't help anything and only spreads fear and
mistrust.
So next time you want to judge an officer's
actions made in extreme circumstances and
Withiri a split second, just try to imagine
yourself in that situation and think honestly
about how you would react.
Thanks to the Future for its fairness and
integrity during this stressful time for not
sullying a good man's name by jumping to
conclusions.
- ALLAN DARCEY
UCF POLICEDEPARTMENT

Reader letters infuriate
I have been amazed - no, make that disgusted - with the comments of some of the
students regarding the death of Officer Mario
Jenkins.
I graduated from UCF more years ago
than I care to remember, but from what I can
recall it used to be a place of higher educa- ·
tion. Seems all that is being taught there now
is self-centered, liberal, anti-government
rhetoric.
· ·You complain about the drinking age,
about being harassed when you break the law
by knowingly drinking underage, about
someone having the audacity to write a
scripture on the sidewalk and last year about
putting American flags in the classroom$?
If you are really that miserable, please
move your studies abroad I think France is
looking for some exchange students and
most of you would feel right at home.
-T.WEDDING

Show police some respect
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I have read the past letters to tfie editor
and the many disrespectful things that have
been said apout police, UCFPD and everything related to law enforcement.
I am a criminal justice major at UCF and
plan on going into the federal government as
a federal agent. Many of my professors are
police officers or are retired, and I have never
met more people that are proud of their
career.
Police officers go through minimum 720
hours of training and usually require up to
1,000 hours of training, then they go for one

year of their field training, then they still
have classes and const~t training throughout their whole career.
So, to the person who wrote that the cops
need more training, I offer them to go do it.
These people need to stop thinking they are
"~xperts" when really they know nothing
about police work or training.
To the many underage drinkers and the
of-age drinkers who find the need to fight
when they are drunk, I write this: The same
cop who is hassling you about breaking the
law might be the same cop who saved a life
the day before or will be the cop who saves
your life when you call 911 after a break-in or
an accident.
The average cop makes $30,000 to $36,000
a year. They are not there for the money.
They are there to make a difference every
day they put on that badge. To everyone who
has supported the UCFPD and law enforcement, keep on supporting because they need
you.
To every drunken, wasted, belligerent,
alcoholic who finds the need to fight a cop
instead of taking the $100 citation, I say to
you: Go to the police academy, save a life, put
away a murderer or a child molester. ,
It will give you much more satisfaction
than doing a keg stand, or sitting in an office
Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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-JASON CONBOY
(

Task force failed
I was appalled to read the Oct. ·6 story
"Taking Action:' which outlined the UCF
president's task force recommendations in
response to the death of UCFPD Officer
Mario Jenkins.
The actions endorsed by the task force are
the most misdirected retaliation to tragedy
since President Bush cited the Sept 11 bombings as reason to invade Iraq.
In the case of the recent shooting, the
tragic death of Jenkins and underage drinking
are indeed correlated, but that does not
prove that underage drinking caused his ·
death.
The cause of death were bullets from
"
another officer's gun. In an emotional
response to this event, the president's task
force has mistaken a correlation for a cause.
In its haste to point a finger, the task force is
punishing not only reckless underage
drinkers, but also a responsible student body
who cannot possibly comprehend the causal
link between the shooting and tailgating.
I do not want to treat this subject coldheartedly, but I believe that in a time of
strong emotions we need to logically interpret the events and make the correct adjustments to school policy instead of immediately blaming the easiest scapegoat.
In order to start a dialogue, I want to suggest that this tragedy may have been averted
ifUCFPD officers did not carry guns at all.
Many police forces around the world have
found a better response to non-lethal
weapons, such as tasers or billy clubs for
their patrolling officers. It is not likely that
anyone would have been killed in this sihiation if this were UCFPD policy.
-TROYSEILER
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O'Leary deserves apology
The UCF football team just won its third
straight game in a row. This is a huge accomplishment for the team that had the longest
losing streak in history.
Aside from the general jubilation after the
first victory, the Future has ~ot given credit
where credit is due. It had no problem blaming George O'Leary in nearly every football
article after the second loss of the season to.
l.JSF; now it's time for the Future to eat its
words.
You guys owe O'Leary a personal apology
and some praise for turning this team around
and leading us to three straight victories.
On behalf of all the students who badmouthed, O'Leary and said he wasn't earning
his paycheck, I S;ly "Well done, sir. Well
done."
- ADAM AZOULAY
PLEASE SEE

c/asslfads@UCFnews.com
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TheFuture encourages comments fromreaders. Letters totheeditor should not exceed 300 wordsand must include
full nameand phonenumber. Wemay edit for length, g_r~mmar, style and libel. Send letters toeditor@UCFQews.com,
submit them online at www.UCfnews.com orfaJ!'.filemto 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4Sli8.
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LSAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed
or your money back**

GMAT
GRE
MCAT
DAT

Student Government Senate Allocations
09/01/05 to 09/ 30105
Bill# Organization Name Purpose Amount
Office Supplies
FA037·100 Bady Image Group office supplies $93.44
FA037·102 AECT (Ass for Educ Communication & office Supplies $100.00
FA037-106 Hispanic Graduate Student AssocJatlonoffice supplies $99.23
FA037-113 Am Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics office supplies $96.26
FA037·116 Wlnterguard Knights office Supplies $100.00
FA037·118 Soc For Marketing Prof. Serves.office supplies $100.00
Total Office Supplies $588.93

OAT
PSAT

SAT
ACY-

'·

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or ,a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition:"* It's that simple.

09/01/0~ to 09/30/0~
.
Registration
CRT37·188 Am Vaccum Assoc. (AVS) attend AVS 52nd lnt'I Symposium/Boston $790.00
CRT37-189 Hispanic Graduate Student Assoclatlonattend Nat'I Society for Hispanic MBAs cont/Anaheim $944.00
CRT37·190 Campus Crusade for Christ attend CCC fall retreat $979.00
CRT37-191 Hayden Smith attend 2005 ESRI Health GIS conf/Chlcago $250.00
CRT37-192 David Bradshaw attend US Army Co11f In Applied Stats/Monterey, CA $250.00
CRT37-193 Achllleas Ko11rellis attend Oceans 2005 MTS/IEEE conf/Washlngton, DC $250.00
CRT37-194 Campus Peace Ac;tlon attend United for Peace and Justice conf/Washin9ton, DC $1,000.00
CRT37·195 Asaad Hakeem attend ACM Mul~lmedla Conf/Slngapore$250.00
CRT37-196 Saad Khan attend ACM Multimedia conf/Slngapore $250.00
CRT37·197 Heather Smith attend ACES conference/Pittsburgh $250.00
CRT37-198 Carol Ann Kraus attend Natl Assn of St Personnel Admln cont/Washington, DC $245.00
CRT37-199 AECT (Ass for Educ Communlc;atlon & attend AECT 2005 conference/Orlando $1 ,000.00
CRT37·200 Spanish Grad Association attend Language, Nation and Globalization co11f/Galnsevi11e $360.00
CRT37-201 ·.Jeonghee Huh attend .Joint CES/AEA conf/Orlando $75.00
CRT37-202 Raymond Smlthattend IEEE conf on Computer Vislon/BeijlngS230.00
CRT37-203 Am Soc of Civil Engineers attend ASCE annual conference/Los Angeles $750.00
CRT37·204 Student for the Exploration & Development of attend SpaceVlsion 2005 conf/Champalgn·Urbana, IL$1,000.00
CRT37-205 Student Nurse Assoclaiton attend FSNA Annual conventlonfDaytona Beach$680.00
·
CRT37·206 Marina Santos attend FACSS 2005/Quebec City, CN $240.00
CRT37-207 Carl L. Herder attend Am Speech-Language & Hearing Assn Conf/San Diego $250.00
CRT37·208 Patrick McCoy a~nd Soc of Prof .Journalists cont/Las Vegas $1i;o.oo
CRT37·209 Rachel Hatzlpanagos attend Soc of Prof .Journalists conf/Las Vegf'-s $150.00
CRT37-210 Mohamed Salem attend Frontiers In Optics/Optical Soc of Am conffrucson $250.00
CRT37·211 Erwan Balelne attend Frontiers in·Optlcs/Optlcs Soc of Am conffrucson $250.00
CRT37·212 Yuan Sen Tu attend Assn for Budgeting & Mgmt conf/Washington, DC $250.00
CRT37·213 Hamldreza Eskandarl attend Informs annual mtg/San Francisco $250.00

09101105 to 09/30105
CRT37·214 Wakeboard Club ' attend tournament and meeting/Long Beach, CA $1,000.00
crt37·215 Elena Ahrens attend and present at HI lnt'I Cont on Arts & Hum/Honolulu $250.00
crt37-216 Advertising Club attend AAF Student Cont/Atlanta $763.00
CRT37·217 Liiiian Thompson attend and present at Am Evaluation Assoc conffroronto $204.65
CRT37·218 Elena Choumklna attend Soc of Neuroscience mtg/Washington DC $250.00
CRT37·219 Collegiate Percussive Arts society attend Percussive Arts Socie ty lnt•1 Conv/Columbus $ 7 50.00
CRT37·220 Marla Rizou attend and present at Helleni c Hydrogeology conf/Athens, Greece$240.00
·
CRT37·221 Mustafa Oul attend and present at Sma rt Materials & Structure conffroronto $ 2 50.00
CRT37·222 Ahmed El·Aassar attend FL Air & Waste Mgmt Assoc conf/St Pete, FL $250.00
CRT37·223 Army ROTC compete In US Army 10·mller race $~;000.00
CRT37·224 Carolyn Davis attend Bodies: The Exhibitlon/Tampa$176.52
CRT37-225 Jacob Albersattend Bodies:The Exhibition/Tampa $140.00
· .CRT37·226 Mark Brlntonattend Bodles:The ExhibitionlTampa $20.00
CRT37·227 Daniel Rodriguez attend Bodies:The Exhibi tion/Tampa $20.00
CRT37·228 Balajl Neyveu attend and present at IEEE Globecom/St. Louis $250.00
CRT37-229 Body Image Group attend and present at ABCT conf/Waahington DC $792.00
CRT37·230 Welyao Zou attend Optics In the SE cont/Atlanta $230.00
CRT37·231 Asian St Assn attend SE reg'I conf for Asi an American ~eaders $210.00
SB37-81 Electrochemical Society attend and present at 208th lnt'I Mtg of the ECS/Los Angeles $2,028.00
SB37-84 Choclate Club attend 8th annual Chocolate Show/New York$2,000.00
SB37·88 Catholic Campus Mlnlsterles host reg"I conf with Nat'I Catholic St Coalit i on/Leesbur g ~3,000.00
SB37-89 Soc of Hispanic Prof Engineers attend Technical Career confere nce/Philadelphia $3,000. 00
SB37-90 Soc of Women Engineers attend SWE National Conf/Anaheim , CA $3,646.67
Total Registration $31,813.84

)

GRE: Classes Starting 11/1/05· & 11/16/05
LSAT: Classes Starting 10/15/05 & 10/17/05
GMAT: Classes Starting 10/20/05 & 11/9/05
MCAT: Classes Startina 1/10/06 & 1/21/06
I

...
)

)

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

09/01/05 to 09130/05
Senate Working Fund
FA037·103 PrO.:Med AMSA Advertising, picnic supplies, CPR class $1,000.00
FA037·105 · Electromagnetic Club electromagnetic r amp $357.95
FA037·107 Soc For Marketing Prof. Serves.host.Internshi p expo/Marke ting Career Knight $GOO.OO
FA037·109 Army ROTC pyro permit for cannon crew and fireworks at games$250.00
FA037·110 Pakistani Student Assoc. EID Mela/Fall Awareness Week $1,000.00
FA037-111
Collegiate Percussive Arts society Clinics with B. Becker and S. Burman $1,pGO.OO
FA037°112 lnt'I Student Assn provide Thanksgivi11g dini;ier for lnt'I Students $652;23
FA037-117 Body of Animal rights Campaigners Tabling, Club Presence $775.00
FA037·97 Hispanic Graduate Student AssoclationHi spanlc Awareness Month Cultu ral Event 9 130/05$1 ,000. 0!>
FA037·99 SGA Legislative BranehLeglslatlve branch awards banquet $1 ,000.00
SB37-82 Asian St Assn Asian Cultural Showcase $21500.00
SB37·87 Student Union purchase electr onic mar quee $8,880.00
SB37-91 SGA-Executlve purchase 600 football ticke ts $15,000.00
SB37-97 SGA·Executlve A Knight of Relief 9/30 /05 $3,~00.00
TotalSenate Working Fund $37,515.18

,..Test names .Rre registered trademarks of their respective owners.

**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

1'-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

Good day Sir .. I said good dayl!

.,

Why
G raduate School

•

/

If you want to enjo.y greater job security, make more money, h~ve greater
flexibility and more opportunities, then Graduate School is for you. In addition
to providing more knowledge and understanding of your discipline, it will allow you
additional choices in the job market, increased marketability, more opportunities for
advancement, and for some professions it is simply required for what you want to do
(for example, psychologists, physical therapists, counselors, and audiologists are all
required to have graduate degrees to practice).
The typical person with a graduate degree will earn an average salary of
$74,602 per year, compared to $51,206 for.an individual with a bachelor's degree,
and only $27,915 for someone with a high school diploma. Not only are annual
earnings more, but you are also more likely to have greater savings over your
career and are more likely to be married t.o someone who also' has higher earnings
and savings.
.
.

>

What do you need to pursue graduate education? You need to apply.
Graduate programs will evaluate your credentials based upon your overall
academic record (grade point average in the last 60 hours of your
undergraduate career is typical), test score performance (GRE or GMAT),
letters of recommendatifln from faculty, statement of purpose about why you
want to attend Graduate School, your professional experiences, and
sometimes a personal interview or portfolio. In addition, many graduate
students receive financial support to attend graduate school.
Assistantships and fellowships are available from roost graduate schools.
UCF offers more than 100 master's, doctoral, and
certificate program$.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL, FLORIDA
GRADUATE STUDIES

Stands For Opportunity
For more information, the
following websites are helpful,
as well as the UCF Graduate
Students website at
www.graduate.ucf.edu.

• Graduate School Guide
www.graduateguide.com
• Peterson's Guide
www .petersons.com
• GraduateSchools.com
www.graduatcschools.com

i

• FRESCH! Free Scholarship Search
www .freschinfo.com/ index.phtml
• FastWeb Free Scholarship Search
www.fastweb.com
• UCF Test Preparation
www.testprep.ucf.edu

Apply Online!

www.graduate.ucf.edu
~

I don't know much about
winning, but I know I love it
Every week my FAU buddy
Ben sends me an instant message to let me know if my
columns were good or if they
were better off lining a birdcage. If there's no coltimn at
- all, then he really lets me have
it.
Needless to say, Ben wasn't
very happy with me this past
MOUTHING OFF
week He wasn't alone, either.
ASHLEY BURNS
Th~re are plenty of people
Managing Editor
who think I'm just some
pompous opinions writer.
ride home from Marshall
But there are also a few
because my buddy Budg-e was
people here and there who
dry-heaving the entire trip.
appreciate my ridiculously
3.) High-fiving Steve Orsini
. charming wit and my gorgeous after UCF beat Memphis Satface on the Opinions page.
urday night.
To those readers, I apoloReason No. 3 is so imporgize for my absence last week
tant to me because this season
The past two weeks have been has already been amazing even
pretty nuts and I hit a brick
though we're only 3-2. Two of
wall creativity-wise. I figured a the Knights' last three games
week off would do me some
have been against Coilference
good. More importantly, we've
USA opponents that some
had so many letters coming in
sports publications predicted
and I wanted to give our.readto finish s~cond and third in
ers more attention as well.
the conference.
Regardless, my bad.
That's not too shabby.
Some people thought that
Honestly, I would have
my national television debut
thought I'd have a better
on MSNBC got to my head
chance of catching the crazy
and I became too good to keep bird flu in Asia before UCF ·
writing.my column.
would beat Memphis and
Well, it's true that it got to
make Reisman hopeful DeAnmy head, but I'm never too
gelo Williams look like a raggood for my loyal minions,
doll.
especially the ladies.
I'd have put better odds on
As long as there are Ho0t- ·
a Hooters girl winning the
ers girls in this world, my
Scripps National Spelling Bee
words~ be published.
than Kevin Smith out-rushing
What's more, as long as our
the best running back in colfootball team keeps winning I
lege football
don't think I'll have a problem
Steven Moffett shaved his
coming u.£ with material.
head before the win over Mar- Th~ are three moments in shall because he said he needUCF football history that I'll
ed a change. Well, I don't know
always remember:
if it's the difference or not, but
1.) Sitting on my couch in
I'll go ahead and attribute the
absolute disbelief when we fin- winning streak to him.
ished the 1998 season with a 9Heck, if his shorn head is
2 record and saw that 6-5 Air
the reason this team is winForce was selected for the
ning then I say lees just take a
Oahu Bowl over UCF Bic to the whole dang team .
·believe me, I know the "I was
and get rid of the arm and leg
in middle school in 1998" com- hair and eyebrows while we're
ments are already on the way.
at it.
2.) Receiving phone calls
There's no holding back As
from upset UCF fans on a bus . I once wrote, there are thipgs

you don't talk about and a winning streak is one of them. Just
go with the flow and hope it
keeps rolling OIL
One reader se_n t a letter to
the Future after Saturday's win
demanding that I give some
sort of apology to George
O'Leary.
What's to apologize for?
Saying that a guy should use
the best of his players' abilities
and earn a paycheck? I'm not
apologizing for that.
We might have just
knocked off a strong Memphis·
team, but we are very far from
being out of the thick
Last time I checked. there
are six more games on our
schedule, and while we might
be alone at the top of the conference we actually have a
huge bull's eye on our backs.
Am I being a negative
Nancy? Absolutely not. At Saturday's tailgate I had a running
joke with some friends who
are prone to the whole gambling thing and they kept asking me for a predictioIL
So I told them initially that I
predicted UCF to win by six
and Williams to finish with 87
rushing yards. They laughed.
Well I'm laughing now. We
all are. It's a phenomenal feeling.
The real test is this Saturday. Southern Miss· is coming
off a pretty big loss to Tulsa so
the Golden Eagles are going to
be a team on a missioIL
But that's the beauty of it
all We're finally Winning and
we can finally say that a team
has to watch out for us. The
monkey is off our back, the
gorilla is off our back and the
whole dang slew of red-butt
baboons are a thing of the past.
It's a beautiful feeling. I
hope it lasts for quite some
time. After all, I love writing
about a winnip.g football team.
Now I can finally earn my
paycheck

Ashiey Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com

invites all prospective students
t o join them for their

OPEN
HOUSE

4 •)

October 15, 2005
Financial aid presentations, off-campus
h ousing information, and campus tours
will be available.

•'

For more information or to,
RSVP, contact cpsinfo@nova.edu; AOL, MSN, Yahoo! IM: CPSinfol,
or call (954) 262-5790.

•

Nsu

••

~8~EASTERN
UNIVERSITY

~OY\Cl #-t. Q..to..?acsvoUW\.-

Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color, and national or ethnic origin. • Nova Southeastern University is accredited by
the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, Telephone
number: 404-679-4501) to award associate's, bachelor's, master's, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.
09-176A-05SAT
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EARN

UPTO
$170/MO.

donating
plasma regularly
·--------------------------·
I

I

~ SPfCIAl
~·~10 Off~R

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

I

READER VIEWS
FROM

Center for
Psychological _S tudies

i i

:
:
,
:
I

·--------------------------·
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best intramural org;mizations in the country.
Sadly, it failed in all three regards with the
decision to cancel the games. In fact, at 3:30
p.m., a few teams simply headed over to the
Last Friday, the rain cleared up, the cTouds
supposedly poor baseball/softball fields and
parted, the sun was beginning to shine and IM
started playing football It was so hot, I almost
football was about to be played. Or not. In a
got a tan! Maybe if they had.suspended the
decision that would make the Guiness guys say, .·g ames for there being a .00001 percent risk of
"Brilliant!" IM Sports canceled all of the footskin cancer it would have been more believable.
ball and baseball games.
I was on the softball field and jn-fields and outThe IM Sports Web site claimed lightning
fields were in excellent conditioIL
within a three-mile radius and unsafe field conI, along with many others, implore IM Sports
ditions. Now, I have heard that they have a
to rethink its misguided and narrow minded
lightening detector, and £rankly, it didn't work
policy on game cancellatioIL
In any storm in Florida (the lightning capital
Students pay money for these games to be
· of the world), it could lightning! But the .00001
played and to cancel them-on a sunny day, birds
percent chance of it happening and striking
and all, is a joke. IM Sports fines a team $30
someone is why it's called a freak of nature.
fine every time it doesn't show up to scheduled
I guess the next logical step is to ban cars
game. But when IM Sports doesn't show up to
because there is a .00001 percent chance that an host the games on sunny days, I guess it's just
accident could happen every time you drive.
too bad for students.
IM Sports prides itself on its accountapility,
- JOHN JOFFEY
professionalism and credibility as one of the

Canceling games is wrong

lfllJ I\ lllDRfli
'.llllJ I\ PUIMI\ 111111
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DClfBiologicals
Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 A,lafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

.
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Graduate ftl Prolessional Schools F3ir
Wednesday, October 12, zoos
10:00 AM to 2:00 PM
Student Union: Pegasus B~llroom
'

•
.

For m ore
information
about this event.
Contact CSEL at:
r::-c rrell Commons
(formerly Stuclent
Resource center)
BuilcJing 7 F Room I 85

.

Planning to study beyor:id your
Bachelor's degree? Network and
meet with rei)resentatives of gracluatc, law and profession~l schools
frc.>rn here ancJ atxoad. Visit
wvvw .cscl. ucf. edu
for a list of schools

4 07-8 23-2 36 1

Sponsored by Career Services & Experiential Learning
Division of Academic r'\ffoirs

,
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CLASSIFICATIONS

•

OSO L~als
100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help1Wanted: Part-Time
150 · Help Wanted: Ft!!I·Time
175 Business Opportunities
~00 For Rent: Homes
·22s For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 for Sale: General
325 for Sale: Automotive

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

..
•
•

•
•

350 For Sale: Homes

375 For Sale: Pets
400· Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF

600
700
800
900
999

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Monday " Friday
9 a.Illi - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifiedi;@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

.

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon..issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

PAYMENT METHODS

ACROSS

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Sk,i World needs lo hire mature,
responsible, hard working adult w/
knowledge on snowskiing & waterskiing
equip. Call Mike 407-447-7547

Need web developer; must be fast and
flexible; .n o flash; will pay cash per site
Call James 321 ·206-5373,
jbe2557@yahoo.com

PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.

" Prr telephone sales/customer service
position. Must have excellent phone and
customer service skills and basic
computer knowledge. Flex schedule.
$8/hr. Contact Pam 407-971-4339 or
pam@daysol.com.

EGG DONORS NEEDED.
$3000 to $5000 COMPENSATION
for Healthy, flt, non-smoking
females between 21-29. Easy
registration onllne at: www.·
openarmsconsultants.com or call
941 741 4994. Info Is confidential.

Administrative Assistant
Sharp, good personal skills, organized,
confident, reliable, good at following
· directions, eager to learn.
I rieed an assistant Prr now capable of
quickly moving to Frr. I am a successful
reitl estate investor and will train the right
person with all the aspects of real estate
investing. My success will be when you
work for youri,;elf in 5 years and do what I
do now. Paul Mccannon 407-435-6743 .

IT Tech Needed FT/PT.
Flex. Schedule. Reliable transportation
and good driving record required.
<:;omptete online application at
V\'WW.daysol.com. 407-971-4339.
Money For College
The army is currently offering sizeable
·bonuses of up to $20,000. In addition to
" tile cash bonuses, you may qualify for up
l to $70,000 for college through the
Montgomery GI Bill and Army College
Fund. Or you could pay back up to
$65,000 of qualifying student loans
through the Army's Loan Repayment
Program. To find out more,
call 407-281-1274.
Milanes Pizza. Now hiring servers,
drivers, & cashiers. Apply In person.
2564 Avalon Park East Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32828. 407-273-6688

Appointment Setters Wanted
$8 - $10 per hour plus bonus.
Flexible days & hours.
407-736-8395.
Women ages 21-30 you can help make
a miracle happen! Egg donors ne.e ded
to help women who are waiting to
become moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
· Call our clinic, 467-740-0909

Busy Lighting Showroom looking for
Receptionist. Saturday 1Oam-5:30pm
Phones and some paper work.
Call Lightstyle 407-896-7252

Professional single woman looking for
female to stay in my home a few times a
mo while I travel. Duties include transp of
1Oyr old daughter. Close to UCF. Great
pay & benefits. Deb: 407-399-1624.

*MOVIE EXTRAS* Earn $150-$300 Per
Day. All Looksrrypes Needed. TV, Music
Videos, Co'm merclals, Film, Print.
No Experience Necessary.
Call 7 days 1-800-260-3949 x3806

Fast food catering business. Hours 10:30
. to 3:30 M-F. Downtown area. Must be
reliable. Call Sybil (407) 425-7814.
CARE GIVERS for our clients In their
homes. Flex. PT. shifts avaH. No
prevlous'exp. needed HOME HELPERS
Call 407·454·0000

KN

Charismatic graduate student sought to
help staff booth at technical conference
in Orlando, November 13- 15. Approx. 23
hrs. work, $20-25/hour. s 'e nd resume w/
photograph to orlando@gibware.com

Verizon Wireless will be holding a
career fair. Where: Wyndham Hotel
8001 International Drive Orlando,
FL 32819 407-351-2420. Osceola
Room. When: Thursday, 10/13/05
10:00am • 6:00pm.
We offer Tuition reimbursement,
Employee phone discounts, and
more Part time and Full time
opportunities available for Retail,
Sales, Customer Service, and
Supervisor positions.
Look for Verizon Wireless on campus
Wed. 10/19 from 1pm-5pm!

Winter Springs - Looking for someone
to care for my boys after school, M-F,
25 hrs/wk. References & good driving
record required . Call 407-695-9450.

Start @ $70 for a 5-hour event!
Promote brands by distributing
samples/brochures and/or demonstrating
products to cons4mers. Premier in-store
Promotions Company and ~uthorized
agency of Mass Connections, Inc. , has
great opportunities in Various FL cities .
Positions available are part-time, mostly
weekends, and typically 5 hours.
For more information and to apply online,
visit www.eventsandpromotions.com .

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in Orlando.
100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

Get P11ld To Drive a Brand New Car!
· Now paying drivers $800-$3200
a month. Pick up your free car key
today. www.freecarkey.com

c::J-

,[7
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Part-Time Jobs are available
through Career Services &
Experiential Learning.
For more information visit:
www.csel.u9f.edu
-

Kitchen Help/ Prep Cook needed for
UCF Sorority House. Flex Hours.
Call Dot at 407-929-4502
or dtbogert@cfl.rr.com
Advantage One Paid Internship/PT Job
9-$12 hr + cash bonus.
Works wt class schedules. M-T 5-9pm.
Same day interviewing.
*High energy/exc. 'comm skills needed*
Lucas Marquez: 407-'!318-0500 ext.2258

Pegasus Pointe, UCF Affiliated Housing,
is seeking motivated, outgoing applicants
for a full time leasing position. No exp.
required. Excellent benefits. Fax
resumes to (407)384-9060 attn: Scott

Full Time Experienced Painters Needed.
$10-$12/hr. leave a message at
407-880-8604

•

Front Desk Assistant needed for apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-9057

..
Elite Specialized Swim Instructor
Earn up to $50 Kl a year. No exp.
needed will train, fee $8 K,
For details Call/Mike 321-662-6049

•

1. Catcher's
glove
5. Race section
8. Food mixture
12. Light brown
13. Climbing
plant
14. World's fair,
e.g.
2 F roommates needed to sharE;i a 4/3 1
15. Popular soft
house. 1 bdrm furnished. 1 bdrm
drink
unfurnished. It's right behind· UCF
located in a nice, quiet neighborhood .
17. Enjoy a book
Ample bdrms w/ walk-in closets. New
18. Assume
w/d to share. $500 per month incl.
19. Default result
everything. Available now. Call Natalia at
21. Hem&·
407-782-2375 or naty1984@yahoo.com · · 23. Cambodian
__G_r_a_d/U_n_d_e_r_g-ra_d_,_M/F
__w_a_n_t_e_d_f_or- cash
furnished BO In 3 BO home ·on lake;
6 mlns from UCF. $500/mo Incl. util,
n/s, no pets, sec ·sys, pool & tennis.
Cail 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

(eutral 3f=toriba 1uture
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INOW HIRING I
I

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Mondays and Thursdays.
Morning Route: 5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or SU~ helpful. $1 O+ hourly.
E-mail robertop@knightnewspapers'.com or call 407-447-4555 ext. 212

.. BEST PART-TIME
• JOB IN ORLANDO

~ Hoi,les

ROOM FOR RENT: F, n/s. Close to
UCF. Gated community. New House.
$400 + shared util. Cable, high
speed internet, w/r;f. No pets.407-856·
5806 Leave message.

Bridgewater 4/2/2
New construction, high ceilings, tile
floors, comm pQol. $1650/mo
Call 732-566-4369 or 973-493-8703
4/2 like new home in Eastwood near
Waterford Town Center, Pool Access
FREE CABLE, Washer I Dryer
$1500 I month. Call 321-217-8174
3/2.5 New Townhome in Avalon Park
Two car garage, lawn inc, W/D hookup.
$1395 + sec. dep & $25 app. fee.
American Dynasty Realty 407-677-1177.
ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Have you thought about buying
Instead of renting? Pay the same but .
own your place! Call your UCF
Mortgage Company for assistance! .
407-319-4730
Room In Spacious House w/ Pool.
Exe. neighborhood, 5 min from UCF,
pool table, bar, remodeled. Looking
for mature/responsible roommate.
$550/mo - utll Inc. 321-662-1515.
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to '$1295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty
E. ORLANDO - Brand new 4/212,
1950sf, near UCF & 417. Lg. Family
room. All appliances. Split Plan.
$1490/mo 407-375-4517

Beautiful 4/2 in Waterford Lakes
WI hardwood floors, fireplace, new paint,
& great ·location. $1500/nio + util.
Avail. immediately. 305-206-3831

DO EX'IRAORDINARY TIUNGS••••

Call for on interview at one of

our two convenientlocations:.

Orlando:407-2 3-9400
Winter Park: 4 -673-9700
www.DiatAmerica.com/Orlando

Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM
1 bd/1 bath in Ar ur Apartments
$625/mo includes c ole. Pet allowed.
Big Walk-in Closet. 407-273-352'

27.
30.
32.
35.
36.

Actor Affleck
Balloon pilot
Professed
Develop
Energetic
person
38. Unused

Rooms In new house. Fully furn,
heated pool. Barbecue grlll, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only, All utll incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561·212·6291.

2

SfUDENT

HELPWANTED
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SS
$3

Sl6
$J.O
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39. Fill with joy
40. First Arabic
letter
43. Ivan or Peter
45. Jewish scholar
49. ptance
·
52. Lamented
54. Zoo swingers
55. Compass pt.
56. Written
message
51. Tidy
58. Canonized
fem.
59. ",;- _ brillig ..

, DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Only
Church image
Stomped
Ballet outfits
Make like
Pinocchio
6. Reluctant

4
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Waterford Lakes room for rent in house
private bath, high speed Internet, cable,
W/D, kitchen privileges, great
neighborhood, 5mins from waterford
lakes shopping center, 5mlns from UCF
no lease, no utilities. $550/mo
Avail 11-1-05 Call 407-267-4101

15

•/

. ..,
r

Room ~or rent In. a gated community
UCF area wt 3 female co·eds. Need
good study habits, we do have a dog
but no personal pets. $400/mo, 1/4
utilities, Call 954-796-1481

Jefferson Lofts
1 bd. in a 212. $600/mo, cable, all utilities
included, Avail ASAP
Call Candace 908-672-9673

,Sponsored by

•+• YukonBlue,,.
list ft. Find It. Get ft

..

7. He(\p of
wood
8 . Leading
lady · .
9 . Tomahawk,
.e .g.
10. Fitness farm
11 . Coal scuttle
16. Honey
producer
20. School
formal

22.
24.
25.
·
26.
27.
28.
29.

Dry watercourse
Qualify for
Olympics
sled
Fume
Hay meas-.
ure-ment
Hateful
Bossa

31. Jig's kin
'"'C
' n,
33. Most
9
10 11
moist
.J,
34. Rams'
dams
.c ;
37. Least
common
41. Writer
Levin
42. Barely
visible
...
44. Mr. Lincoln
et al.
46. Emit air 1
=c--4---l--l 47. Greek
consonant
48. Tough
time for
Caesar
49. Pot's part- "' '
· · ner

,.

18
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Female Roommate Needed
32
I

36

50. Unclose,
poetically
51 . Baltic or
Irish
53. Minuscule

54
57

College Station Apartments
1 bd. In a 414 all utllltles Included,
high speed internet, cable, electric,
pool, gym. 1sVmo free! Avail ASAP
Aug.'06 $490/mo Call 612-581-4714
Room Avail. in Pegasus Connection
beginning Dec/Jan all utilities included,
great roommates, clean apartment,
Rent $4~0/mo Call 407-736-1039

1/1 Apartment to Sublet
Oct. Rent Free, $350 move-In fee
$835/mo Includes utll, furnished
Shuttle to UCF. 561-324-2379
1 BO avall Nov 1 for F in Boardwalk
Apartments. Mins. to UCF, spacious
room, private BA, quiet roommates.
Call Megan 513-227-6160
Pegasus Landing - Immediate availability
for 1 Male in 1st floor apt, 3 brm/3 bath
(private bath) $535 mo. Will pay $200
toward your first month's rent!
Call Robert at 802-578-3055.
4/2 Pegasus Connection
1st month rent free. $485/mo.
+ Magazine subscriptions. Available
ASAP. Mike 727-946-1043.

DEBT-FREE FUNDING
Cash advance for your pending lawsuit.
Sell your payments for 6tructured
. settlements, business notes, receivables,
private mortgages, and other income
streamp. Call today! (407)281-7841
www.pegasusfinancing.com

2 Males needed for 2 rooms. $525/mo.
includes all. Located in Alafaya Club.
Available f\IOw. 407-313-8005.

$600 Group Fundraiser Bonus

~FOR RENT:

•

LOCAL

• Pricing includ~s up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Ad options, upgrades! and additional discounts available
• E~onomic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
• Classified ads also viewable .onljne 24 hours a day

Cash, Check, Mastercard,
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • classifieds@UCFnews.com

Sales and Management Positions
planning period up to 6 mos. Relocate to
Naples, Fl. Qualification Fine Art or Sales
Major. Excellent compensation &
benefits. Contact Ramez or Julie
407-629-6308 fax 407-629-9206

•

Fll"St issue:
Each addl issue:

Miscellaneous
Wanted
Lost &Found

AD RATES

.

YUKONBLUE.COM CROSSWORD

Rajferty @ Goodfellas Pizza Corner of
50/Alafaya (next to Blockbuster)

•

.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

100

Experienced Server Needed 2 yr.
• experience
reqd. Ask to speak to Michael

•

Travel
Worship

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

Hot Tub/Spa
5 person, never used, waterfall, lounger,
24 jets, 5hp pumpr red wood cabinet. ·
Sacrifice $1495 call 863-651-3155
Pillowtop Mattress Sets
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $135. Can
Deliver! (407) 846-8822

4 hours of. your group's time PLUS
·our free (yes, free) fundraising ·
programs EQUALS $1,000-$3,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for up to $600 in bonuses when you
schedule your fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundralser,
888-923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundralser.com

$189
$239

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nights/

~
Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food. -:'.)~
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts. ·
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
. c•
WE WILL BEAT, ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499

Bahamas Spring Break Cruise!
5 Days From $299! Includes
Meals, MTV Celebrity Parties! Cancun
Acapulco, Jamaica From $499! Campus
Reps Needed! PromoCode:31
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678:6386
.

........ n

...,.,,
1995 5spd Suzuki Sidekick
Black, soft top, good running condition,
good tires, new starter. 166K+ miles.
$1300 OBO 407-405-6540
For Sale '97 Jeep Grand Cherokee
Laredo. Leather, sun roof, brand new
AC, $3900 or OBO
Call Andy 407-399-1615

Spring Break 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida. Are you
connected? Sell Trips, Earn Cash &
Travel Freel Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.
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How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the
. UCF Area Homes For Sale ·
Call for free list of homes In the U,CF
area. We specialize In finding UCF
students their first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Bryan
Stevens KW Realty 407-810-7622

LET ME HELP YOU FIND A HOUSE
TO BUY/SELL OR RENT IN THE UCF
AREA!
Michelle Bayes
Exit Real Estate. Professionals
(407) 992-6420 or (305) 338-1095
EXITMichelle@aol.com
3/2.5 Townhome In Chancellor's Row
Immaculate, between UCF & Waterford,
1156 sq. ft., new carpet, fresh paint.
$199,900. Call Brian: 407-927-3308

· Elementary/Early Eel Babyritter
Altamonte Home Flex. hrs., e erienced.
PT & Light Housekeepi, g
email mbrehne@cfl.rr.com

~

(entral :flotiba 31ttuie
for as low as $3 an issue!
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